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OVERVIEW

In order for the Federal Government to efficiently and effectively fulfill its many responsi-

bilities on behalf of the Nation, it is imperative that it attract, motivate, and retain a

highly qualified workforce. Toward this latter goal, it is becoming increasingly clear that

many of yesterday's human resource management policies and programs are inadequate for
the workforce and work environment of tomorrow. One particular area receiving increased

attention is the change in workers' needs and expectations regarding the balancing of their

work and personal lives. If the Federal Government fails to adequately respond to these

changes, it will be at a competitive disadvantage compared to other major employers.

The U.S. Office of Personnel Management (OPM) plays a key role in managing the

Government's response to these needs. This report describes some of the major programs
available and examines OPM's activities in what is commonly called the "work and

family" benefits area. It discusses some praiseworthy OPM initiatives but also finds that
there remain a number of unmet challenges, unanswered opportunities, and unresolved

policy issues that need to be dealt with at several levels in Government. The report con-

cludes with several recommendations for improving the Government's attractiveness as an

employer in a reasonable and fiscally responsible manner.

In today's work environment, the Federal Govern- collectively, these programs are often referred to as
ment and other major employers have found that it "work and family" benefits, although they poten-
is increasingly in their own best interests to offer tially impact ail employees--married or single, and
some combination of benefit programs that can with or without children. Changing demographic
assist employees in meeting their personal needs patterns, especially the critical role women have
and obligations while still becoming or remaining a assumed in the American workforce, are helping to
productive member of the workforce. Taken drive this quiet revolution.

A Report by the U.S. Merit Systems Protection Board xi



JOVERVIEW ]

Thechallengeforthe FederalGovernmentis to J 1respond to these changes in a way that enhances its t Child Care: /

ability to recruit, motivate, and retain a well This is one of the largest and most visible issues in

qualified workforce while remaining fiscally the work and family arena today. While there are a

responsible. In this regard, OPM, as the wide range of benefits that could be offered to

Government's central personnel management Federal employees--ranging from resource and

agency, is assigned some major responsibiiities, referral services, to Government sponsored after-

Working within the laws provided by Congress, school and summer programs for school-age

OPM establishes Governmentwide human resource children--the one with the highest profile is onsite
management policy, guidance, and oversi_:ht for a child care centers.
workforce of over 2 million Federal civilian em-

ployees. Currently, only about 65onsitechild care centersin

GSA-controlled space are serving civilian Federal

The U.S. Merit Systems Protection Board (MSPB or employees, thus accommodating only a small

Board), an independent Federal agency, hf:s a fraction of potential employee needs. Furthermore,

statutory responsibility to provide the Pre_;ident while the Government does provide a small

and Congress with an annual oversight re, dew and subsidy to its onsite child care centers, most of the

report on OPM's "significant actions." Within that cost is borne by the users of these centers. This

framework, the Board examined various OPM raises the question of affordability for lower

activities in the work and family benefits area. This graded employees who may well be in greatest
report contains the findings of that review, While it need of this service but who can least afford it. The

addresses a variety of programs, the repoit does report notes that the military services find it

not cover every benefit which could come under enhances their mission accomplishment to subsi-

the work and family label (e.g., programs 'aot dize child care centers serving the children of

covered include health insurance, life insurance, military personnel, and recommends that all

and retirement programs). Government agencies actively consider whether

such an approach would increase their efficiency
Tile report acknowledges that in competing for the and effectiveness.
quality employees it needs, the Federal Govern-

ment is notalwayscompetitivewithotheremploy- [ j
ers. Recent pay reform legislation promises to Elder Care: '

phase in some significant and beneficial changes in
Federal white-collar compensation pracfic'.s over Elder care is emerging as a major employee benefit

the next several years, which should help with this need as the population ages and medical advances

problem. However, the availability and judicious prolong the lives of people with chronic disabling

use of work and family benefit programs (:an also conditions. As a result, increasing numbers of

substantially enhance the Government's a'-tractive- employees are faced with the need to provide care

ness as an employer, for aging parents or other dependents. Often this
requires time away from the job. In keeping with

Since the possibilities and limitations inhecent in the spirit of recent legislation which permits

work and family programs vary depending on the employees to use sick leave for adoption-related
program, much of this report is devoted to an purposes, the report recommends that OPM

examination of several major benefit progcams. The consider changing its sick leave regulations to

major findings, by program area, are as follows: permit employees to use some of their sick leave to
care for sick or elderly dependents.
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[ Alt;rnaiive WorkSchedules: [ [ Flexiplace: 1
The term "alternative work schedules" (or AWS) The Government recently embarked on a pilot

encompasses two different work schedule varia- project, under the leadership of OPM and the

tions--flexitime, and compressed work hours. Each General Services Administration, to test

of these represents a different kind of adjustment flexiplace---a program which allows some employ-
to the traditional fixed schedule of 8 working hours ees to work at home or satellite office sites. To date,

per day, 5 days per week, which begin and end at the number of employees who are participating in

the same times each day. this pilot is minuscule (less than 400
Governmentwide) but the long term prospects

The Federal Government is a leader in the use of appear promising. The program has been endorsed

AWS, with a substantially higher percentage of its by the President and other top Federal officials.
employees on these schedules than found in the

private sector. While AWS has had a positive [ jinfluence on employee morale and productivity, Leave-Sharing Programs:
agencies have not effectively used the availability

of AWS programs as a recruitment or retention In an attempt to provide a form of short-term
tool, disability coverage to its employees, the Govern-

ment is currently experimenting with two leave-

sharing programs.., leave banks and leave-transfer

Part-Time Employment and Job-Sharing: programs. While both programs appear to bepopular and useful to employees, the report raises
On a percentage of the workforce basis, the Federal some concerns about the conceptual underpinning

Government employs substantially fewer part-time of leave-transfer.

employees than does the private sector. This is true

despite a 1978 law (the Federal Employees Part- Specifically, under leave-transfer, the Government

Time Career Employment Act of 1978) which was relies on the generosity of some employees to fill

specifically designed to increase the number of the emergency leave needs of other employees.
Federal part-time jobs, but which has had little net ' While the Government is not unique in this ap-

effect on numbers of part-timers employed. While proach, there will be times or events which are

there is no magic number of part-time employees beyond the ability of this program to provide relief,

that the Government should employ, there is also The question then becomes whether, and to what

no persuasive reason why, overall, the Government extent, the Government should provide some other

could not create additional part-time jobs. type of short-term disability coverage. The report

goes on to raise the possibility of Government
To the extent that there are indications of interest action to provide a short-term disability insurance

and need among current and potential employees, benefit under which employees could secure the

increasing the number of part-time civil service benefits of group insurance rates, but fully pay the

positions would appear to be a desirable goal. cost of the insurance themselves.
While such an expansion of part-time opportunities

could be helped somewhat by OPM's new job-

sharing program, the inherent limitations of job-

sharing arrangements (e.g., the need to have two or
more employees who are sufficiently compatible to

share one job) make it unlikely that this program

will have a substantial impact on part-time em-

ployment.
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[ "Cafeteria"Benefits: J I Conclusions: ]

The Government does not offer a "cafeteria" As an employer, the Federal Government has a
benefits plan to its employees. However, there are long tradition of offering some types of work and
studies currently underway concerning tile possi- family benefits (e.g., leave for maternity purposes),
bility of having such a plan for the Federal and may have been a leader at one point in time.
workforce. Under cafeteria plans, employees have Currently, however, tire Government has been
a set dollar amount provided by their employer slow to respond to changing conditions. It now
with which they can choose to "purchase' different finds itself lagging behind both what many other
fringe benefits. Thus, employees can tailor their major employers provide, and what many employ-
benefits packages to their individual needs, ecs need. Further, the Government has not capital-

ized fully on some of the benefits it does offer (e.g.,
One of the issues which makes a Government alternative work schedules), as it has failed to use

cafeteria benefits plan controversial is whether a the availability of such programs as an inducement
Federal plan should include a "flexible spending in its recruitment efforts.
account" provision. Flexible spending accounts
allow employees to convert certain kinds of per- This review of work and family benefit programs
sonal expenses (e.g., child care) into preta;_ fringe bas led us to a number of conclusions. The major
benefits, as opposed to having to pay for them findings are as follows:
from their regular wages (which are subject to

taxation). While flexible spending accounts are · The Government is comprised of many
becoming increasingly common in nonfederal jobs, different organizations in many locations with
nonfederal employers do not concern themselves very different missions and major differences
with the fact that flexible spending accounts reduce in workforce composition. Clearly, as OPM
Federal tax revenues. For the Government, how- succinctly put it, "One size does not fit all--

ever, this fact needs to be considered and properly not all agencies, or even all installations,
weighted in its decision making process, much less all employees." Thus, flexibility in

the availability and use of work and family

While flexible spending accounts for Federa 1 benefit programs is crucial.
employees are one of the policy issues which will
ultimately need to be addressed, the report notes · By logical extension from the preceding
that the Government can implement a cafeteria finding, each individual agency (and major
benefits plan without a fiexibl? spending account component within that agency) must be
option. Based on the analysis presented in this actively involved in identifying the unique
report, while a flexiblespending account celtainly needs of its immediate work force. In this

increases the attractiveness to employees of _ regard, it was disappointing to note that
cafeteria benefits plan, a cafeteria benefits approach many agencies lacked the data and were
would appear to be desirable for the Government therefore unable to respond to our requests
even without a flexible spending account op:.ion, for information on the need for specific work

and family programs, or the effect these
programs have had in meeting current needs.
Clearly further work needs to be done by
most agencies in the way of needs and
benefits assessments.
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· While individual Federal agencies are crucial · Part of the debate over work and family

components of the total picture, the Office of benefit programs links back to a larger policy

Personnel Management retains a key role in question. That is, should the Federal Govern-

the overall leadership of Federal human ment seek to be a "model employer" in its

resources management, in light of the need work and family benefit programs which

for it to issue enabling regulations and policy other employers might wish to emulate? Or

guidance. It is noteworthy, therefore, that in alternatively, should Government follow the

the opinion of the directors of personnel from lead set by major private sector employers?

the 22 largest Federal departments and The answer to this question affects the type

agencies, OPM has been largely successful in and timing of work and family programs and

being attuned to customer needs, in the initiatives appropriate for the Government to

development of effective solutions to identi- pursue.

lied problems, and in the comprehensiveness

of itsapproach.Theonlysignificantreserva- [ J

tions expressed by the personnel directors J Recommendations: I
concerned the questions of whether OPM was 1. OPM needs to build on its successes in the area of

a forceful enough advocate for successful work and family benefits and exert renewed

work and family programs, and the timeliness leadership on those work and family issues onof OPM's actions in this area.
which the Government appears to beat a competi-

tive disadvantage in the marketplace. Particular

· On a program by program basis, OPM has areas of emphasis could include:
clearly been a leader in some areas (e.g.,

flexitime and flexiplace), but has not yet
a. initiatives to better address employee

exerted the same influence in other areas (e.g., elder care and child care needs (e.g.,

child care, eider care, part-time employment, permitting some use of sick leave to care

and cafeteria benefits), for sick or elderly dependents, and

· To achieve the fullest beneficial use of the facilitating actions to permit agencies to
subsidize child care centers), part-time

work and family programs that are available

in the Government will require a greater employment needs, and accommoda-tions for short-term disabilities not
degree of managerial and supervisory accep-

tance and involvement than is currently covered through leave banks or leave-

evidenced. This shift in the current manage- transfer programs (e,g,, providing short-

ment value system will not be easy for many term disability insurance obtained by
the Government at favorable "group

managers, since it is foreign to their prior
rates," but with the costs borne by

experiences, employeesdesiringsuch insurance);and

b. continued guidance and leadership vis a
vis other executive branch agencies to

encourage the greatest beneficial use of

the work and family benefit programs

currently available--including the

possible use of internal marketing plans

or other program management tools, to

assure the programs are considered on
their merits.
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2. Strong consideration should begiven to the 4. As OPM and individual Federal agencies engage

adoption of a "cafeteria" benefits appro_cb within in training and development activities for Federal

the Government. Although a flexible spending managers, efforts should be made to specifically

account option would be preferable in a Federal expand the managers' knowledge and understand-

cafeteria benefits approach, it need not Le seen as a ing of the alternatives available in the way of work

necessary condition to implementation of that and family programs. Emphasis should be placed

cafeteria approach, on the utility of these programs as a potential

method of increasing workforce efficiency and
3. Individual Federal departments and agencies need effectiveness.

to engage in more active needs assessments among

their respective employees in order to make 5. In framing the debate over the future of work and

informed decisions about the work and Jamily family benefits, strong consideration should be

benefits that can and should be offered, given to the adoption of a "Federal Government as

a Model Employer" orientation. This would be in

keeping with the goals and objectives of a merit-

based personnel system and consistent with the

statutory merit system principles.

XVi A Report by the U.S. Merit Systems Protection Board



INTRODUCTION

People are initially attracted to their jobs for a variety of reasons. The same or different

factors may influence how long people stay in those jobs, or how productive they are

during their work hours. Given the costs of excessive turnover and low productivity,

employers (including the Federal Government) are increasingly concerned with how they

can get, keep, and motivate, the high-quality, productive employees they want. One area

where employers can distinguish themselves from the competition is how they address the

problems which their employees have in balancing their work responsibilities and personal

lives. This study examines a range of "work and family" programs which are or could be
used in the Federal civil service, and looks at the role the U.S. Office of Personnel Manage-

ment (OPM) has played in managing these programs.

The U. S. Merit Systems Protection Board (MSPB or This study constitutes one part of MSPB's ongoing

Board) is required by 5 U.S.C. 1206 to report review of OPM significant actions. It reviews many
annually to the President and Congress on the of the more significant employee benefit programs
significant actions of OPM. As a part of this report, through which Federal employees can help balance
the Board is also directed to include "an analysis of their work and personal lives. In the interest of
whether the actions of the Office of Personnel keeping the report to a manageable size, however,
Management are in accord with the merit system it does not attempt to cover every benefit which

principles and free from prohibited personnel could come under this rubric (e.g., progranls not
practices." covered include health insurance, life insurance,

and retirement programs).

A Report by the U.S. Merit Systems Protection Board 1



INTRODUCTION ]

Benefit programs which are covered inclufie child In our analysis, we set out to explore work and

care, elder care, alternative work schedules family benefit programs from three difforent
(flexitime and compressed work schedules), part- perspectives: first, what is the nature of each

time employment, flexiplace (work at home), and program and how does the program typically

Ieave-sharing programs (leave banks and leave- operate; second, how do these programs fit into the
transfer). In addition, the report also considers Government's personnel systems, and, where

"cafeteria" benefit plans and other emerging appropriate, how might their effectiveness be

benefit areas, improved; and finally, to what extent has OPM had

a leadership role in installing or operating these
These programs, which the media often label programs. When the programs were viewed from

"work and family" programs, have a potential all three perspectives, a broader question emerged.
impact on virtually all employees--married or That was, should the Federal Government seek to

single, with or without children--as they are tools be a role model for other employers in designing

through which employees can manage their work and executing its work and family policies?
responsibilities and personal lives more flexibly.

Moreover, to the extent these programs succeed, While this last question is not one that lends itself

they can improve the quality of worklife lor to a simple "yes" or "no" answer, the Board

employees and therefore potentially enhance the believes it is worthy of consideration by

recruitment, productivity, and retention cf a high- policymakers. Accordingly, this report surfaces

quality workforce, some of the issues that are relevant to addressing

the topic. Through this approach, we hope to both

stimulate some debate on the topic and clarify any

that might occur.

2 A Report by the U.S. Merit Systems Protection Board



METHODOLOGY AND OPM REVIEW

Methodology:

In preparing this report, MSPB relied on responses Throughout this report, we attribute a number of

to questions that we sent to the directors of person- quotations to Federal departments, agencies, and

nel of the 22 largest Federal departments and OPM. Unless otherwise noted, these quotations are

independent agencies and to the Director of Policy drawn from the above-mentioned responses. Other

for OPM? The Board received responses during quotations included in the body of the report are

June through October 1990. We also invited com- footnoted to show their origins. (Since the foot-

ments from a number of Federal employee unions notes are largely limited to source citations rather

and employee organizations, but received few than substantive information, they are grouped at

replies, theend of thereport,in a chaptertitled
"Endnotes.")

In addition, we interviewed selected officials at

OPM, the Department of Labor (Women's Bureau

and Bureau of Labor Statistics), the General Ser- OPM Review:
vices Administration (Office of Child Care and

Development Programs), the Environmental The director of OPM was given an opportunity to
Protection Agency (Research Triangle Park, NC, review this report before it was published. Follow-

office), and the U.S. Chamber of Commerce. lng her review, OPM provided written comments

Rounding out our fact finding were information to MSPB on the draft report. We considered those

and insights gleaned from several conferences comments in preparing the final report. A copy of
which addressed work and family issues, and from OPM's comments is shown in appendix 1.
an extensive review of the relevant literature.

A Report by the U.S. Merit Systems Protection Board 3
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BACKGROUND

To effectively evaluate what is currently happening in Federal work and family benefit

programs, it is helpful to understand some of the factors which led up to the current situa-

tion. More specifically, why have issues related to balancing work and family life become

important to the Government (in its role as an employer), and to what extent should there be

a sense of urgency in addressing these issues? In effect, one might want to ask, "What has

changed?"

Demographic and Sociological Changes:

A key area of change concerns demographic Figure 1 graphically illustrates one part of this
trends, with one of the most important elements in trend, as it shows a precipitous decline in the
this being the increasing role of women in the percent of traditional families (working husband,
workforce. Because women continue to bear the homemaker wife, dependent children) since 1940,

major responsibility in American society for caring coupled with a corresponding increase in the
for dependent children and elderly relatives (as number of dual-worker families:
well as for other family duties), their increasing
participation in work outside the home leads
inexorably to increasing difficulties in balancing
work and family responsibilities.

A Report by the U.S. Merit Systems Protection Board 5
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Figure 1.

The Changing Labor Force Patterns of Families,
1940-90
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Source: Howard V. Hayghe, "Family Members in the Work Force," Monthly Labor Review,

Bureau of Labor Statistics, U.S. Department of Labor. vol. 113, No. 3, March 1990. p. 16, for data

through 1985. Additional data Io update figures through 1990 supplied by Mr. Hayghe from

unpublished tables produced by BLS.

Not only are more women working, but those with husbands and children were in the workforce by

children are entering (or returning to) the the time their youngest child was age 1, compared

workforce sooner in the childrearing pror ess than with only one-quarter having been so employed

ever before. In fact, as figure 2 shows, by 1985 only 15 years earlier:

about half of married women living with their
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Figure 2.
Percent of Married Women with Children (and Husbands Present)

Who Participate in the Labor Force, By Age of Youngest Child,
1970-85

Percent

Age of Youngest Child
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Year '

Source: Howard V. Hayghe, "Rise in Mothers' Labor Force Activity Includes Those With
Infants," Monthly Labor Review, Bureau of Labor Statistics, U.S. Department of Labor, vol. 109,

No. 2, February 1986, p 45.
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Business leaders are ce?tainly taking note of the The degree of urgency with which employers

impact of these demographic trends, as the follow- address work and family problems naturally

lng quote illustrates: relates to the impact these problems have on their

operations. While there are no definitive data
-available for the Federal workforce, it is interesting

"Except in television reruns, Ozzie and Harriet to note that one survey of private sector workers

don't live here anymore. Today, only 7% ._f found that 75 percent of the women employed full

American' households-about the sanle number of or part time who were asked, "How often do you

homes without telephones--fit the 1950s image of feel torn between the demands of your job and the

breadwinner husband, homemaker wife, and two desire to spend more time with your family,"

children. In today's family, most children live responded "Sometimes" or "Very Often. '4
with parents who both work; one out of tz.,_o

children lives at some point in a one-parent ' Until this point, our background discussion has
household; most parents juggle up to four different concentrated on women's roles and attitudes. This

kinds of child care during a routine week, and only emphasis is not accidental, as the burden of work

8% are satisfied with the care their childr,,,n and family conflicts is usually felt most intensely

receive, * * * In business zoe've traditionally by women. However, while women are bearing the

considered family issues personal, something to be brunt of these challenges, it would be misleading to

left at the company's entrance. But today most think that men have no interest in this subject. Just

parents work and most workers are parents, and as women's roles have been changing (witness the

eventually these roles collide. ''2 increased number of working mothers), men's roles

Robert E. Allen, have also been evolving, as the following quote
.Chairman of the Board, AT&T from an article titled "Fathers and the Corpora-

tion'' illustrates:

As mentioned above, being in the workiorce and Ten years ago even five---[a particular
having dependent children creates problems for advertisement] would have been inconceiv-

working parents. These can range from logistical able. If any corporation had dared to pitch

concerns associated with providing proper child high tech to improve family life, it would
care, for example, to emotional challenges tied to have been to help secretaries--female secre-

not "being there" as one's children are _rowing up. taries--get their work done on time. The idea

If the stress associated with these problems be- that dad might need to hurry home, or might
comes debilitating to employees, both they and feel a conflict between his commitments to

their employers suffer. More particularly, if their work and to family, would not have been

family responsibilities are not dealt with properly, aired. Felt privately, perhaps, but not ex-

employees either can't go to work or, if there pressed openly by, or to, a man on the fast

physically, may be distracted and unproductive, track. But this is 1986: Real men do eat quiche,

and corporate America is finally beginning to
One aspect of how these problems manifest them- discover the New Fatherhood?

selves was illustrated in a recent study. When women

were asked two related questions about how long

mothers should stay home from work after the birth

of their children, the answers given were very

revealing about work and family problems. Specifi-

ca fly, the study found that 32 percent of women

responding to the question thought it would be ideal

for a mother to stay home with her child until the

child enters school, but only 5 percent of women

think this is a practical alternative. 3
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In a similar vein, the importance of work and The [last] 75 years * * * have seen the Ameri-

family programs is not limited simply to those tan family shift from a large, extended group
employees (of either gender) who are married or "to a smaller, individualized network of

have children or elderly (or other) persons depen- families with widely varying characteristics.

dent on them. Changing societal values and During this same period, employers have

priorities create the potential need for work and progressed from providing no,benefits, to

family programs among many segments of the providing a standard package of benefits

population, designedfor a male-supportedfamily,to
providing innovative and flexible benefits to

For example, economic, demographic, and socio- meet differing family needs. While the future

logical trends have encouraged students, persons cannot be predicted, it is safe to assume that
with disabilities, and the elderly to look for work benefit plans will remain a major element of

opportunities with the Government. Work and compensation and will continue to evolve to

family programs can be critical to the ability of meet the needs of a changing labor force. 6
these individuals to take productive jobs. In

addition, many American workers look for in- BLS' statements about continuing growth in both

creased opportunities to be in control of their work the amount and cost of benefits, as well as their

lives, or for more leisure time. Again, work and evolving nature, are born out by other published

family programs facilitate these workers being able research. For example, according to historical data

to achieve their goals, from the U.S. Chamber of Commerce (shown in

table 1), employee benefits as a percent of total

i ' payrollhavegrownsubstantially,risingfrom3The Evolving Nature of Benefits: percent of total payroll in 1929 to 38 percent in
1989. In dollar terms, this 38 percent of payroll

It stands to reason that employers who understand translates into an average mean benefit payment of

the conflicting demands described above and who $5,56 per payroll hour, or $11,527 per year per

respond with appropriate benefit programs may employee. (Note: employee benefits includes both

have a better chance of recruiting and retaining the direct fringe benefits such as health insurance,

workers they want and need than those employers annual and sick leave, holidays, and retirement
who don't offer such programs. The Bureau of

plans, and indirect ones such as the employer's

Labor Statistics (BLS) has extensively studied share of social security taxes). 7
demographic and employment trends in the labor

force. In one of its monographs on the subject, BLS
noted:

Table 1.

Growth of employee benefits since 1929.

Year 1929 1955 1965 1975 1986 1988 1989

Percent of benefits as .

a part of total payroll 3 17 22 30 36 37 38

Source:U.S.Chamber ResearchCenter, "Employee Benefits--SurveyData from BenefitYear1989/' U.S.Chamberof Commerce,
Waslzington, DC, December 1990, p, 30.
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As to the evolving nature of benefits bei[ng pro- For example, child care resource and referral
vided, figure 3 below illustrates the results of one services are projected to grow from 29 percent of

survey which examined the expected growth in employers now to 74 percent by 2000. Employer
"nontraditional' benefits between what corpora- subsidies for child care expenses are projected to

tions offer now and what they expect to offer their grow from 12 percent currently to 52 percent in

employees by the year 2000. As the figure shows, 2000.

companies responding to this survey indicated that

they expect almost every work and family benefit In addition to illustrating the expansion of benefits

being offered today to be more commonly offered which is occurring, figure 3 also demonstrates how

in the future, in many cases more than do,abling by fringe benefits change as the needs of the market-

the year 2000. place change. Given demographic projections such
as those contained in the Hudson Institute's

"Workforce 2000" study, we can anticipate contin-

ued change in the marketplace and thus in the

benefits area. How fast that change will happen,

however, may be more surprising than the fact that
it will occur.

Figure 3.

Growth in Nentradltional Benefits by the Year 2000

I Offer [] WillOffer 2000 I

91

Currently by

Percent of Employers

1oo Other _ WorkScheduLe/

80 .............. ...................................

Child Elder .....

40 Care Care....

20

0 ] I I I I I I ] I I I I I I I ] I I I I

Type of Benefit

Source:Resultsof a survey by the InternationalFoundation of EmployeeBenefitPlans, Brookfield,WI,distributed to1,865of its
U.S.corporate members,of which 463responded. '.'he findings were published in a special researchreport entitled "Nontraditional
Benefitsfor theWorkforceof 2000/' issued in August 1990.
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Looking backwards, for example, it is interesting to Traditionally, the federal government has

note that a scholarly OPM research report that been an employer whose basic personnel

investigated the state of the art of "quality of framework could accommodate employees

working life" initiatives in the private sector in with family responsibilities. In fact, its long-

September 1980 had absolutely no mention of some standing personnel policies in the areas of

of today's "hot" topics (e.g., day care, elder care, leave, health benefits, job security, and

and work at home), and only passing references to workforce re-entry have given the federal

fiexitime, compressed work schedules, and part- government a competitive advantage in the

time and job-sharing arrangements. Instead, it dependent care area) °

focused on topics such as industrial democracy,

participative management, organizational' develop- Even though this "competitive advantage" may
ment, and work redesign, s Thus, only 11 years ago, have existed in the past, whether the Federal

there simply was not a consciousness about work Government can maintain it in the future is cer-

and family topics being a critical part of the quality tainly problematic, given the nature and rapidity of

of working life. change being experienced in the job marketplace.
As an employer, the Government has not been

Another indicator of the rate of change in human known for its agility in responding to changing

resource issues comes from a recent survey which employment conditions--since it can literally take

measured how corporations are responding to an act of Congress to change some benefit pro-

"Workforce 2000." It found that: grams, benefit changes are few and far between.
Thus, the Government faces a particular challenge

* * * the workplace of the future is, to a great in adapting to job market forces which put a
extent, already here. Indeed, just 3 years after premium on flexibility rather than predictability.

publication of the Hudson Institute's study--

and popularization of the phrase "Workforce In the balance of this report, we review a number

2000"--it may be more apt to talk of of work and family programs, looking at them,

Workforce 1990. For many of the employers both individually and collectively, from various

in our survey group are already struggling perspectives. We also explore the roles and respon-

with the implications of recruiting and sibilities of Federal agencies, OPM, and the Gov-

managing a workforce composed less and less ernment as a whoie. Through these discussions, we
of white American males? hope to shed some light on where the Federal civil

service has been and where it appears to be going

in this important area. With this information,

Status of the Federal Government policymakers, managers, unions, employees, and

as an Employer: the public should all be better equipped to respond
to the human resource management challenges

In this dynamic environment, it is certainly perti- which lie ahead for the Federal Government.

nent to wonder where the Nation's largest em-

ployer-that is, the Federal Government--will fit

into the picture. In a recent "Rdport to the Presi-

dent'' on dependent care policy in the Federal

Government, OPM rhetorically posed the question,

"How does the federal government stack up?," and

then provided the following answer:
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CHILD CARE

Why Child Care Is a Concern: ]

Dependent care is a business issue for the

"Some of you may remember my daughter obvious reason that employees cannot come
attending staff meetings, crawling around the to work unless their dependents are cared for.
office [of tile Secretary of Defense]. * * * I know Study after study shows that most working

what can happen when child care arrangements go parents have trouble arranging child care, and

awry'"_ that those with the most difficulty also

Frank C. Carlucci, experience the most frequent work disrup-
Former Secretary of Defense tions and the greatest absenteeismd 2

With the above comment at a ground-breaking Given this impact on their employees' ability to do

ceremony for the Pentagon's child care center, then their jobs, increasing numbers of employers are

Defense Secretary Carlucci acknowledged a fact of recognizing the importance of appropriate child
care benefit programs. One business leader spoke

life for all working parents. Whatever their role in about his firm's need "* * * to anticipate the needs
the world, people with children (or dependents of

any age), have a responsibility which must be of tenants and their changing workforce. Histori-
cally there was a time when air conditioning and

addressed on an ongoing basis, elevators were considered luxuries for bu!Idings.

When problems in providing care arise, they can't Child care is now at that critical point in time,

be ignored or postponed until' a more convenient moving from luxury to economic necessity? 3

time. Thus, with predictable unpredictability, In this regard, it is worth noting that OPM specifi-
dependent care responsibilities occasionally

intrude on the world of work. When they do, both cally alerted agencies to the need for chiki and

employees an_d employers must be prepared to dependent care programs about 3 years ago. This

respond. This reality was succinctly described in was accomplished through a memorandum which
the Harvard Business Review, which noted that: the director of OPM sent to the heads of depart-

ments and agencies in June 1988. It began with the
. following statement:
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CHILD CARE

Our nation is undergoing significant demo- In fact, as one tries to define the outer limits of

graphic, social and economic changes that what a comprehensive child care benefits package

will have profound effects on the Federal could encompass, the options easily become

workforce in the years ahead. Among these overwhelming. Some problems, like the 3 o'clock

trends are the increasing numbers of working syndrome, probably don't lend themselves to any

women and two earner family members as specific solution. Others may have solutions which

well as the growing percentage of the popula- work but are too expensive or perhaps unsuitable

tion that is elderly. These developments are for the particular employer.

irtcreasing the number of Federal workers

who have dependent care responsibilities for Researchers have found that "[t]he options avail-

children and older family members. The able to employers interested in addressing the child

pressures of these responsibilities can ad- care concerns of their employees fall into four

versely affect job performance and employee general categories (from Corporate Child Care
well-being._4 Options, by Catalyst): (1) informational assistance;

(2) financial assistance; (3) direct care services; and

(4) time (flexible personnel policies). 'q?

Range and Cost Effectiveness

of Possible Solutions: From these general categories, employers must
choose which specific benefits to offer, considering

In formulating its response, the Government must such things as how many employees would need
be prepared to provide a variety of solutions, since or use the benefit, what the benefit would cost,

the child care needs of its employees are so varied, how well it fits into the organization's culture, and

Simply providing onsite child care centers, for whether the benefit would actually solve a manage-

example, does not make chiId care problems ment problem (e.g., excessive turnover of clerical

disappear for all employees. This was noted by a employees).

representative from the General Services Adminis-

tration (GSA) (which helps provide child care Listed below is a sampling of direct child care
centers in Federal buildings), who was quoted in a benefits that are currently in vogue (many other

recent article as saying, '"Many parents don't want benefits indirectly affect child care needs, like
or need onsite child care,' because they would have flexiplace and job sharing). Few employers, if any,

a tough time steering a 2-year-old and a bulging currently offer all these benefits, but as figure 3

diaper bag through Metro at rush hour * * *.,qs showed earlier, a majority of employers may be

offering at least one of these benefits by the year
More generally, day care for preschoolers (whether 2000:

onsite at the workplace or located nearer to em-

ployees' homes) is only one part of the child care · Informational assistance:

puzzle. One recent study spoke of another piece of _Z2hild care resource and referral services.

this puzzle, the "3 o'clock syndrome." This syn-

drome was defined as "* * * what happens in the · Financial assistance:

workplace at 3 p.m., when latchkey children begin --Vouchers/subsidies for day care; and

arriving home from school and workers begin --Flexible spending accounts/dependent care

worrying more about their kids and less about assistance programs.

their work. The 3 o'clock syndrome is blamed for

everything from lost productivity by office workers

to errors on the assembly line by factory work-
ers. 'q6
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· Direct care services: One researcher who has studied the question of

_Onsite, or near-site, day care; how cost effective child care initiatives are was

--Preferential admission at local day care quoted as noting the following:
centers;

--Drop-in day care for use as a backup, when * * * 75 percent of the companies in her study
usual child care falls through; believed that the benefits of the child care

--Day care for mildly sick children; and initiatives far outweighed the cost. They

--After-school and summer programs for believed that such efforts led to a lower rate

school-age children, of absenteeism, greater stability and loyalty,
improved employee morale, enhancement of

· Time (flexible personnel policies): the company's image, improved recruitment

--Ability to use sick leave to care for sick and retention of quality employees, less
children, employee stress and distraction, and the

earlier return of employees from maternity

If looked at from a narrow perspective, any of the leave back to the work force?

above-mentioned child care programs are not

free---it costs employers something to provide

these benefits, On the other hand, since few em- Agencies' Views on

ployers act only out of altruism, it seems likely that Child Care Benefits and Problems:

they must perceive some benefits accruing to their
interests, or the various employers (including the In order to gauge how Government agencies view

Government) would not be providing the benefits the cost effectiveness of child care initiatives, we

in question, asked the directors ofpersonnel of the 22 largest
Federal agencies about the impact of child care
benefits on their ability to recruit and retain

employees, and the impact of child care problems

on productivity. Their responses are shown in
tables 2 and 3 below.

Table 2,

Number of agencies choosing the indicated response to: "Of what significance to your agency's

ability to successfully recruit new employees and retain existing employees are the child care options
the agency currently provides?"

Recruit new Retain existing

employees employees

3 2 Greatsignificance

3 4 Moderatesignificance

3 2 Minorsignificance

1 2 No significance

8 10 Don't know/Can't judge

2 Not applicable (Don't provide child care options)
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reasonable to conclude

Table3. thatprovidingsome
Number of agencies choosing the indicated response to: "To what extent kind(s) of child care

are child care problems having a ne_g_¢:iveimpact on the productivity of benefits to its employees
employees who have minor children (e.g., increased absenteeism and can be in the best interest

sick leave, unscheduled days off, late ,arrivals and early departures, of the Government.

greater than average personal telephone usage, employee stress)?" Which benefits those

should be, and at what

1 Toa great extent 0 Tono extent out-of-pocketcost to the
Government they should

7 To a moderate extent 10 Don't know/Can't judge be provided, of course,
become the next perti-

4 To a minor extent nent questions which
must be addressed.

The above responses show that, of the ageacy In our questionnaire to
personnel directors who felt able to answer our agencies, we also sought to gain an understanding

questions, most believe that child care ben__fifs of what child care benefits agencies thought would

have some influence on the recruitment, productiv- be most cost effective in helping them recruit and
ity, and retention of Federal workers. As men- retain employees. Table 4 below lists the choices

tioned earlier, it appears that increasing numbers we gave the agencies and the number of agencies
of private sector firms have reached the same that listed the particular benefit as being either
conclusions relative to their workers, It thus seems their first, second, or third priority choice.

Table 4.

Child care benefits agencies were asked to consider for cost effectiveness, ranked by the number of
agencies who listed the indicated benefit as one of their top three priorities.

13 Onsite child care centers 6 Ability' to use'sick leave to care for
(with or without employer sub _idies) a sick child

11 Flexible spending accounts _9 4 After-school and summer programs

for school-age children

8 Reduced rates for lower income 3 Vouchers usable at offsite centers

employees at onsite centers

7 Resource and referral services to 3 Other (specify: )
private sector child care providers

6 Day care for mildly sick children I Preferential admission or slots

reserved for employee's children at
local offsite centers
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If Government policymakers consider additional or There is, of course, a difference between conduct-

expanded child care benefits in the future, the lng surveys and actually providing services. OPM

priorities reflected above should provide a helpful did a study of Federal dependent care programs in

roadmap of what benefits might be most useful to April 1990, which produced the following findings:

the Federal community. In this regard, it is particu-

larly interesting to note the number of agencies · While more than a third of the 175 Federal

showing "flexible spending accounts" (FSA's) as installations visited bad established onsite
one of their top three choices. While FSA's are child care facilities, the majority of these (69

increasingly common in both public and private percent) are at Department of Defense (DOD)

sector benefit packages, they are not currently installations. DOD centers typically allow

available to Federal employees. (For a more de- civilian employee usage only on a space-

tailed discussion of FSA's, see the later chapter available basis, and many of these facilities

addressing cafeteria benefit plans.) have little or no space available;

· Seventy-eight percent of the installations

Availability of Onsite Child Care reviewed had an agency policy and/or

in Federal Offices: installation-level program on at least one
aspect of dependent care. However, OPM

If child care has, in fact, become an economic found that installations from the same agency

necessity, and benefits such as those mentioned disagreed "to a considerable extent" as to

above are being achieved by some employers, whether there was an agencywide policy on
where does the Federal Government stand in this dependent care and what it was; and

process? In order to find out, we asked agencies

and OPM whether they had determined what child · Just over half of the installations with depen-

care needs existed and how they were being met. dent care programs include training or other
information to employees and supervisors on

In response, 19 of the 22 largest Federal agencies dependent care, to increase understanding
reported having conducted some child care needs and use of existing programs. 2°

surveys. Typical of their findings are the following
responses: Based on OPM's findings, it appears that while

some progress has been made in opening child care

centers in Government space for children of

"* * *[I]t is concluded that there is strong civilian civilian employees, there is still much to be done.

employee interest in having affordable child care The following item from the Employee Benefits
services." Review newsletter both succinctly describes this

Department of the Air Force situation and puts the potential supply and de-

mand factors into perspective:
"Local surveys * * * indicate a need for additional

care for civilian employees' children.'

Department of the Army
d

..... 1,100 employees responded to a survey and

indicated a strong interest in onsite child care
services."

Department of Health and Human Services
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As of March, 1990, there are 65 child care · The agency determines that the space will be

centers operating in Federal space controlled used to provide child care services to a group

by the government's landlord, the General of individuals of whom at least 50 percent are

Services Administration (GSA). Another 45 Federal employees; and
are expected to open in GSA-space by Fiscal

Year 1993, and another dozen or so Federal · The agency determines that the group will

centers, such as those in the U.S. Senate, the give priority to Federal employees.
House of Representatives and the Central

Intelligence Agency, operate in non-G_;A Section 490b goes on to state that the space being

space, allocatedunder theaboveprovisionsmay be
provided "without charge for rent or services."

Altogether" these federal child care centers While this form of subsidy does make Federal

serve more than 2,000 off-spring of federal facilities less expensive than private sector centers,

civilian employees, according to testimony they are still not cheap.

provided at a House of Representatives

hearing held on the issue in March, 1909. According to the Employee Benefits Review

Thereare, however, according to hearing t,,'sti- newsletter, "As of March, 1989, the cost to parents

mony, about 200,000 federal civilian employees for the onsite care averaged about $85 a week,

with children who require child care. (Emphasis which is between 5 and 20 percent less than what
added.)2_ non-federal centers charge for equivalent

care * * *-23 Notwithstanding the space subsi-

In order to understand the significance el the dies, the newsletter went on to note Federal child

above data regarding numbers of child care centers care charges for infant care ranging from $65 per

and children being served, it is helpful to have week in Ogden, Utah, to $160 per week in Boston,

some background on when and how the Massachusetts. These cost differentials were

Government's program to provide onsite child care attributed to differences in real estate costs.

began. Before 1985, onsite child care cent,,'rs were

largelyunavailableto employeesof Federalcivilian 1

agencies. A major breakthrough occurred in 1985, Affordability of Child Care: l
when Congress specifically provided for the

Child care expenses can be a major part of the
expenditure of public funds to provide space and

family budget. According to one recent study:
services for child care facilities serving Federal

employees, through passage of what has come to It can cost a family anywhere from $1,500 to

be known as the "Trible amendment." While this $15,000 a year to provide care for children;
amendment was initially a temporary provision, it most spend around $3,000. This cost is

was made permanent in 1988, when it w;_s codified usually a family's fourth largest expense after

as part of the United States Code. 22 housing, food, and taxes. A parent working
full time at minimum wage would have to

The language now found in 40 U.S.C. ("Public spend approximately 40 percent of his or her

Buildings, Property, And Works") specifically paycheck to care for one child--a major

provides in section 490b that, "during fis._'al year impediment that keeps many capable workers
1988 or any fiscal year thereafter," an agency may out of the labor market. 24
use space in Federal buildings for child care
services if:

· Space is available;
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As mentioned above, the Trible amendment allows As a result, it would appear that the affordabiIity

Federal child care centers to charge Government of child care is most likely to be affected by what

employees 5 to 20 percent less than competing happens on the revenue side of the equation--

private child care centers. While this makes onsite sliding scale tuitions, scholarships funded by
child care more affordable than it would be with- charitable donations, or employer subsidy. In our

out such subsidy, the resultant cost is still beyond questionnaire, we asked agencies how, if at all,

the means of many Federal employees, they made the cost of their onsite child care centers
more affordable for lower salaried employees. The

Since Federal agencies experience some of their most common answer was "Scholarships," which

highest turnover in lower graded occupations, and, 13 agencies said they used. On the other hand, five

in some urban areas, have the most difficulty agencies indicated that "Fees are not made more

recruiting qualified applicants in these occupations, affordable."

the question of affordability of child care has very

practical significance for the Government's ability

to recruit and retain a qualified workforce. How- Government Subsidies for
ever, the factors which influence how much a child Onsite Child Care Centers:
care center must charge for its services are the

same as for any business operation. In contrast to Federal civilian employees, Federal
military personnel have more generous child care

For example, a center could increase revenues by benefits offered to them, in terms of both availabil-

charging some customers more (i.e., by using a ity and cost. The above-mentioned benefits news-
sliding-fee scale), or if organized as a nonprofit letter, for example, noted that:

corporation, by securing donations from charitably

minded people. On the cost side, theoretically a ** * there are more than 600 child care centers
child care center could look for ways to hold down at more than 400 [militaryl installations at

its expenses, through such means as raising the home and abroad serving more than 95,000
staff-child ratio, offering a less enriched child children. In addition, military personnel

development program, or similar steps, average only $50 per week for the use of these
centers because, in addition to providing

From a practical standpoint, however, few of these space, the military subsidizes 30 percent of its

cost-saving options are likely to be implemented, centers' operating costs. 2s

For example, on the staffing ratio question, as one
article described it, "* * * an infant-care staff Since the Government is already subsidizing the

member has more to do all day--and more respon- operating costs of child care centers serving the

sibility--than a new parent caring for triplets. ''2s As armed forces, we sought to understand whether

a result, there would appear to be limited opportu- the military's policy might have any _>recedent

nity to cut the payroll of child care centers. Simi- value for the Federal civilian workforce. Accord{ng

larly, while a center could limit its services to baby- to a General Accounting Office (GAO) report on

sitting type activities (without the educational military child care:

aspects of a child development program), this

would not meet the quality expectations 'of many

parents or the accreditation standards established

by the National Academy of Early Childhood

Programs.
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On the other hand, Federal managers do not have

"DOD provides child care to service members unlimited budgets; any decision to provide a

because it believes that this maintains their service, especially one which could be as costly as

readiness, increases productivity, and improves subsidizing more of the operating expenses of child

morale. DOD also believes that military ]amilies care centers, must be made in the light of manage-
often face special problems. For example, because ment priorities and available resources. The point
military families are required to move pel iodically, here is not to mandate subsidized child care

they usually (1) cannot rely on extended family centers for all civilian employees, but rather to

help in caring for their children and (2) do not encourage agencies to look at their recruiting and

have the support of an established neighborhood, retention needs. Having done so, agencies should
In addition, DOD has stated that private sector be able to make informed decisions about what will

child care often is unavailable, too expensive, and help them best accomplish their missions in an
not of the type needed by service members because efficient and effective manner.
of their unusual working hours, which can include

night and weekend duty. * * * If agencies find merit in pursuing further subsidies

for child care centers beyond those specifically

"The military supports child care by (1) ?vying for authorized in the Trible amendment, they may find

child development center construction and an unpublished decision by GAO dating back to
renovation, (2) subsidizing about one-thL,d of the 1976 to be of interest? It discussed the propriety of

total operating costs for the centers, and 43) providing subsidies for space design, renovation,

providing for the oversight of family day care supplies, and equipment for a child care center at

h°mes'"27 GAO, and held that GAO could lawfully provide

General Accounting Office rent-free space to an onsite day care center despite
the fact that no legislation specifically authorized

such a subsidy (this was prior to the Trible amend-
While some of the child care problems affecting the ment).
military are unique, much of DOD's ratSonale also

seems applicable to the Federal civilian workforce. More specifically, the decision stated that GAO,

Moreover, on the civilian side, agencies eompete and by extension any agency, had the authority to
for good employees with private sector firms who provide the abovementioned subsidies to onsite

are increasingly offering child care benefits. In light day care centers as long as the agency head factu-
of this, it would appear that the military example ally determined that the operation of such centers
could have some precedent value for the was necessary to recruit or retain staff, or to

Government's civilian workforce, maintain morale and productivity. In reaching its

conclusion, the GAO general counsel recognized

2'0 the extent that civilian managers are reluctant to. the sensitivity of the matter at issue. Accordingly,

embrace the business necessity of subsidizing child he suggested that Congress ought to be informed

care, part of their hesitation may be traceable to the of an agency's intentions to use funds in this way,

lack of an explicit Congressional endorsement of even though there was no legal requirement for
such action. While understandable, this cautious such notice.
approach may be more restrictive than necessary,
given that Congress has never said "Dcn't subsi-

dize child care." To the contrary, where: Congress'

will has been explicitly stated, it was to endorse

subsidized space for child care centers (i.e., the
Trible amendment).
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Since the above GAO decision was unpublished, it As may be evident from the above carefully-

is not directly citable as a precedent. Moreover, the worded quotation, this is a sensitive question

specific expenses talked about in the GAO decision without solidly established precedents for civilian
have since been officially sanctioned for payment agencies to rely on. It would appear that if an

by agencies under the Trible amendment. How- agency finds that the operation of a child care
ever, its more generic reasoning appears consistent center is necessary to recruit or retain staff, or to

with current fiscal operating procedures for maintain morale and hence productivity, a basis

Government agencies (i.e., in general, agencies may exist under which the center's expenses could

spend appropriated funds for expenses which are be subsidized. However, at this time, such an

necessary or incident to carrying out the stated action would clearly be a judgment call by agency

purpose of their appropriations, unless the expen- management.

diture is specifically prohibited by other laws,

rules, regulations, or requirements). Given that the armed services have determined
that such subsidies further their military mission

It should also be noted that, in a later treatment of accomplishment, and such expenditures have been

child care issues, GAO issued a report in February officially sanctioned, all agencies should certainly

1986 entitled "Child Care---Employer Assistance consider whether their civilian missions would be

for Private Sector and Federal Employees." This , enhanced by providing more affordable child care

report referenced the 1976 GAO decision discussed benefits to their civilian employees. If they find this
above and reaffirmed its conclusions. It also raised would be the case, agencies may wish to work with

(but did not conclusiveb; settle) the question of OPM (or other agencies, as appropriate), in order

whether agencies could subsidize other ongoing to secure more definitive accreditation of such

expenses of operating a child care center beyond agency actions (e.g., initiating demonstration
those discussed in the 1976 decision, projects, securing precedent rulings from GAO, or

proposing legislation to Congress).

Specifically, the report said:

* * * the Comptroller General has not ruled on

whether appropriated funds are available to

pay other operating expenses of day care
centers in the absence of specific statutory
authorization. Also section 5536, Title 5,

United States Code, prohibits a federal

employee from receiving compensation or

perquisites beyond those fixed by statute or
regulation, unless specifically authorized by

law and specifically appropriated for that .

purpose. Thus, depending upon how the day
care assistance is provided, a question could

arise concerning whether such assistance

would constitute additional pay or allowance

for the employee/parent under 5 U.S.C.

§5536. 29
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What Is Elder Care and How Does It

Differ From Child Care:

The following quote, drawn from President Bush's In order to fully understand what elder care is, and

proclamation establishing the 1990 "National why it is of concern to us, it is first important to

Family Caregivers Week," nicely lays the ground understand what elder care is not--that is, how it
work for our discussion of elder care. It highlights differs from child care. Both elder care and child

both the human elements of why elder care is a care are work and family benefit issues because

sensitive topic, and how it can impact on both they involve the impact on a work situation of how

employees and employers, employees provide care for their dependents.
However, the demands placed on people with

elder care responsibilities are very different from

"Each day millions of Americans provide various those with child care needs, as are the outcomes of

forms of assistance to relatives incapacitated by providing tho t care.

age, illness, or disability. In addition to home

nursing care and companionship, these family Children grow up and take on increasing indepen-

caregivers may provide physically impaired loved dence, thus lessening the need for child care.

ones with financiol support, transportation, and Elderly people, on the other hand, tend to grow

help with shopping, cooking, and daily household more dependent, especially as their health declines.

maintenance. Their generous and devoted labors The consequences of these diverging outcomes
are invaluable to the relative who might otherwise were well captured in a recent cover story in

beforced to live itl an institutional setting.-30 Newsweek magazine. It said:
President George Bush
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** * just when many women on the 'Mommy There are more variations in the situation and

Track' thought they could get back Io their condition of the elderly by virtue of their age.

careers, some are finding themselve:_ on an Older people are adults, ranging approxi-

even longer 'Daughter Track,' with _:heir mately from age 60 to 100. They have lived

parents, or their husband's parents, growing for years with responsibility for themselves

frail. The average American woman will and often for others. They have the authority

spend 17 years raising children and 18 years for their own decision-making and--unless in

helping aged parents, according to a 1988 U.S. a protected status determined by the legal

House of Representatives report. As the system--have the right to accept or reject help
population ages and chronic, disabliag arranged for them.

conditions become more common, many

more families will care for aged rela'_ives. Compared to the rest of the population, older

And because they delayed childbirth, more people have more health problems. They may
couples will find themselves 'sandwiched' or may not be physically able to carry out

between child care and elder care? their personal care and household chores,

manage errands and get themselves to

In addition to the differing outcomes at child and doctors and stores. They may need frequent
elder care, there are fundamental differences in emotional support, information and assis-

what is involved in actually providing Ihese types tance for the activities of daily living, and/or

of care. For example, most child care "solutions" help in obtaining any of these. Aging relatives
involve providing some type of supervision to may live nearby or at a long distance. Even

children during part of the day when their very dependent relatives may not live with a

parent(s) are working. This is not the case with family member who provides most of the

elder care, as a recent report on elder care in the care. Responsibility for providing assistance

workplace points out: to an older person may be shared among

spouses, children and other family members?
There is such a service as adult day c_re

which is targeted to frail older people. It is

not a question of increasing the supply of this Does the Government Need

product; it is appropriate for a tiny propor- Elder Care Benefit Programs:
tion of the most dependent elderly. Some

aging relatives need only a modest araount of The above-mentioned cover story from Newsweek
help but on a regular basis, others may need went on to quote the executive director of the

intensive support but for a limited tin'Le, still Older Women's League, who said, "We get letters
others need steadily increasing levels of from women who are taking care of their children,

support over a period of years. That help may and their parents and possibly their parents. They

be needed suddenly as a result of heart are running from place to place. I-Iow do we expect

attack, stroke or hip fracture, or the need may them to do that and stay employed? ''_
develop gradually32

Since having their employees "stay employed" is

This report, prepared by the National A_;sociation the driving force behind all employee benefits,

of State Units on Aging and the National Council employers need to know if their employees have
on the Aging, Inc., went on to describe some of the elder care problems, and if so, how to address

other factors which make elder care a complicated them. Fortunately, it is predictable that certain

and often emotionally trying experience for those kinds of employees are more likely to be caregivers

responsible for giving or overseeing the care of an than others, given the demographic realities

elderly person. It said: surrounding elder care.
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For example, employers whose workforce is older disproportionate number of their employees have

than average probably have more caregivers elder care responsibilities, since as illustrated in

among their workers than employers with a young figure 4 below, the majority of caregivers are

staff. Similarly, employers with greater than women:

average numbers of female workers may find a

Figure 4.

Distribution of Caregivers by Relationship to Elderly Care Recipient, 1982

Other Males 7%

Daughters 29% [ _s 8%
y, II _Husbands 13%

)ther Females 20%
Wives 23%

Note: Caregiver population includes primary and secondary caregivers.

Source: Subcommittee on Human Resources, "Exploding the Myths: Caregiving in America," Select Comminee on Aging, U.S.

House of Representatives, Comm. Pub. No. 100-665, August 1988, p. 34 Original source for data was the 1982 National Long Term

Care Survey/lnforma] Caregivers Survey, U.S. Department of Health and Human Services.
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In regard to the Government, it would appear that

Federal employees meet at least some of the criteria "The Office which surveyed for elder care found

suggesting above-average elder care needs. Specifi- that 16% of its employees had elder care responsi-

cally, while the Federal Government employs bilities, with the number expected to rise in the

women at about the same rate as the private sector future. Of those who had elder care responsibili-

(43 percent of Federal employees are women, ties, 68% reported some stress, and 20% reported

versus 45 percent of private sector employees), significan_ stress because of these responsibilities."

Federal employees are older than private sector Department of Energy

workers (median age of Federal employees in 1989

was 41, versus a private sector median age of 36)? ..... a significant number of families have or
expect to have elder care responsibilities in the

In determining whether and how the Federal near future. Employees have requested a connsel-

Government should respond to the elder care ing/referral service for those providing elder care

needs of its employees, it is of course iraportant to and the use of sick leave to care for alt elderly

look at the consequences of acting or not. Issues family member."
such as how elder care might affect mission accom- Department of Justice

plishment, recruitment, productivity, retention,
and other goals, should therefore become most
relevant. We also turned to other sourcesto see what

evidence of elder care impacts on the workforce

To gauge the extent of this impact, we asked were available. The following extracts are illustra-

agency personnel directors if they thought elder tive:

care responsibilities were having a negative impact

on the productivity of employees who were · Growing numbers of firms are granting

caregivers. In response, 7 agencies said "To a unpaid leaves to employees with family
needs. IBM is perhaps the most generous.moderate extent," 2 said "To a minor e,':tent," and
Full-time employees can take up to 3 years13 said "Don't know/Can't judge."
off, with benefits, and find their jobs waiting.

We also asked agencies if they had don.; any 'If we give our employees help in managing

research or analysis "* * * to determine how many their personal lives, it helps us attract and

of your employees have elder care responsibilities retain the workers we need,' says IBM

and/or the types of services/benefits which would spokesman Jim Smith. That has proved true

help employees address these responsibilities?" In at Aetna Life and Casualty as well. When it

response, 7 agencies said "Yes," they had done extended its family leave from a few weeks to

some research or analysis on elder care, while 15 as long as a year in 1988, the turnover rate
said "No." among its femalecaregiversdropped from22

to 13 percent?

Several agencies provided narrative comments as

well. Highlights of two of these comments are
shown below:
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· According to 'Elder care: Its Impact in the As a result, the two most common forms of indi-

Workplace,' which appeared in the July/ rect elder care assistance which employers provide

August 1989 issue of PAP [Employee Assis- are: proactive educational programs which prepare

tance Program] Digest, and a recent national employees for present or future caregiving roles;
study conducted by [University of Bridgeport and resource and referral networks, which assist

Professor Michael] Creedon, employees employees to find the kinds of help or services

caring for an elder are 20 percent more likely which their elderly dependents need. Several

to see a physician than noncaregivers. Federal agencies are currently experimenting with

Caregivers also report higher rates of depres- both of these types of programs.

sion, sleeplessness, weight gain, and weight

loss than noncaregivers. The Creedon study While these indirect benefits are helpful, neither

indicates that employees' caregiving burdens solves the most direct problem caregivers typically

can translate into increased company health face--that is, having the time to arrange for,

benefit costs and reduced workplace produc- monitor, or otherwise manage whatever help their

tivity. 37 elderly dependent needs, or having the time to
provide that help themselves, As a result, where it

Given that they are older than their private sector is available, one of the most useful and important

counterparts, it is likely that increasing numbers of benefits an employer can provide to employees

Federal employees are dealing with eider care with elder care problems is the option of taking

responsibilities, with or without assistance from additional time off from their jobs when elder care

their employer. Moreover, it would appear to be in responsibilities require it.

the Government's best interest to assist its employ-

ees in meeting their elder care needs, given the If the Government were to offer additional leave

demonstrated impact of elder care problems in the time as an employee benefit, it would obviously

workplace. Putting these two conclusions together, have to decide whether this was to be paid or

the primary elder care question for us to address unpaid leave. By definition, unpaid leave is less
becomes, "What are the most cost-effective and costly than paid leave, although even unpaid leave

appropriate elder care benefits for the Government can be extremely disruptive to mission accomplish-

to provide?" ment if the caregiver'spresence is criticalto the
work unit. For many employees, however, the loss

of income from unpaid leave may make this

What Elder Care Benefits Can the "benefit" of limited utility. Thus, as the above

Government Provide: comment from the Justice Department illustrates,
employees typically see paid time off as what is

Employers, including the Federal Government, are needed to help them fulfill their elder care respon-
limited in how they can respond to employee elder sibilities.

care needs. There are very few potential elder care

"solutions" which employers can appropriately Paid time off comes in many forms, including some

provide directly to elderly dependents. Accord- charged to personal leave accounts (e.g., annual

ingly, employers are largely limited to assisting leave and sick leave) and others which are not (e.g.,

employees to do whatever they find necessary in holidays and administrative leave). Some employ-

the situation, rather than doing it for them. ers also offer insurance polices which may replace

pay during unpaid leaves of absence (e.g., short-
term disability policies), while the Federal Govern-

ment has recently experimented with a program of
leave-transfer and leave banks (discussed in a later

chapter of this report).
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While the Government's annual leave benefits are Using sick leave to care for sick or elderly depen-

substantially more generous than many private dents is not without precedent. For example, a

sector firms (especially in the early years of an study of State governments as employers found
employee's tenure), its sick leave benefils are that:

roughly comparable to, or only slightly ahead of,

those typically offered by medium and large size * _ * the use of sick leave and extended unpaid

private sector firms. Specifically, for those firms leave for the purpose of caring for an aging
offering sick leave plans which have similar dependent is widely available as official

characteristics to the Government's plan (i.e., personnel policy. The quantity of sick leave
which allow unlimited accumulation of _fickleave that can be used for dependent care ranged

from year to year, and which do not have a tie-in to from 3 to 30 days. One state allows employees

sickness and accident insurance), the aw_rage to use all accrued sick leave for this purpose

number of paid sick days given to full-tic'ne em- and another allows use of advance leave--

ployees each year grows from 9.4 days per year at that is, what the employee is expected to earn

1 year of service, to 11.4 days at 5 years of service, within the fiscal year?

and to 14.1 days at 20 years of service? _The

Federal Government provides 13 days oJ: sick leave From the point of view of some Federal agencies,

per year for full-time employees, irrespective of this is at least a plausible benefit to provide. In

years of service, response to our questionnaire, 13agencies indi-
cated that they thought the "ability to use sick

leave to care for, or assist, a sick elderly relative"

Use of Sick Leave to Care for was potentially a cost-effective employee benefit

Sick or Elderly Dependents: for the Government to offer. When asked if their
agency would support a change in sick leave

Since most Federal employees are limited in the regulations to permit caring for sick relatives (e.g.,
amount of annual leave they can save up for "rainy children, spouses, or parents), however, the results

days," and employees expect to use this leave for showed sharply divided opinions among the
other personal and family needs, annual leave is agencies, as table 5 below illustrates:
usually inadequate to meet ongoing care demands

for sick or elderly dependents. As a result, employees

naturally look to sick leave as a potential source of

leave--after ail, if they are caring for a sick or frail

relative, why shouldn't sick leave be authorized?

Table 5.

Number of agencies choosing the indicated response tO: "To what exten t would your agency support
or oppose a _hange to the Government's sickleave regulations which would permit an employee to

use sick leave if he/she needed to care for a sick relative (e.g., child, spouse, parent)?"

4 Stronglysupport 1 Minimallyoppose

2 Minimallysupport 4 Stronglyoppose

1 Neither support nor oppose 8 Don't know/Can't judge

Note:Two agon?es did nt_trespond to this que_tion
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Agencies' narrative comments on the topic were as · An employee is entitled to sick leave with pay
divided as the above response patterns wotild which accrues on the basis of one-half day for

suggest. Extracts of representative responses are each full biweekly pay period;
shown below:

· Sick leave which is not used by an employee

accumulates for use in succeeding years; and

"OPM regulations currently allow an employee to

use sick leave to care for a family member afflicted · A maximum of 30 days sick leave with pay

with a contagious disease. * * * The Department of may be advanced for serious disability or

the Army (DA) would find it difficult to support ailment. 4°

any modification of regulations beyond what is

currently provided.' Beyond these simple provisions, the law does not

Department of the Army further define what sick leave is or how it should
be used by Federal employees. Rather, Congress

"Annual leave is not sufficient for elder care needs provided for OPM (formerly the Civil Service

and current regulations require that an employee Commission) to issue regulations necessary for the
with elder care responsibilities exhaust the only administration of leave (Section 6311 of title 5

category of leave that provides for paid vaca- U.S.C.). Under this authority, OPM issued the
tions--something that an employee with elder care following instruction in section 630.401 of the Code

or child care responsibilities needs. If sick leave is of Federal Regulations:

not made available for these purposes, we recom-

mend that employees be allowed to accumulate An agency shall grant sick leave to an employee

annual leave without limit to provide for their when the employee:
child or elder care concerns.'

Department of Justice (a) Receives medical, dental, or optical
examination or treatment;

When we asked OPM about using sick leave to care (b) Is incapacitated for the performance of

for sick or elderly dependents, its response began duties by sickness, injury, or preg-

by noting that "the Administration has no stated nancy and confinement;

position on such a proposed change." After ex-

plaining how various technicalities in its sick leave (c) ls required to give care and atten-

regulations (concerning contagious diseases) dance to a member of his immediate

impact on the question, OPM concluded that it "is family who is afflicted with a conta-

studying the entire leave system to determine how gious disease; or

well it meets the needs of employees in caring for
their families." (d) Wouldjeopardizethe healthof others

by his presence at his post of duty

The statute which establishes an entitlement to sick because of exposure to a contagious

leave does not prohibit OPM from allowing Federal disease.

employees to use that sick leave to care for sick or

elderly dependents. In fact, the legal underpinning While the above regulation is not unreasonably

for the sick leave provided to Federal civilian narrow on its face, it has not changed since 1969. In
the intervening 22 years, employee needs, societal

employees is startlingly simple. Specifically, section
6307 of title 5 U.S.C. provides that: values and employer-employee relationships have

been evolving. Accordingly, it would appear to be

timely for OPM to revisit this issue.
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For its part, OPM appears to be on the threshold of From the Board's perspective, expansion of Federal

action. In its "Strategic Plan for Federal Human sick leave rules to permit at least some usage of

Resources Management," which it published in sick leave by employees who are caring for sick or

November 1990, OPM acknowledged that "Benefits elderly dependents makes good sense. This type of
are costly and do not meet the needs of relatively benefit could certainly make the Government more

new employees, especially those who are family of an "employer of choice" for prospective employ-

care providers and those who suffer injury or long ees, as well as sending a positive message to
term illness." In light of this conclusion, OPM current employees about the Government's inten-

committed itself to a strategy which seeks (in part) tions relating to work and family concerns.
to "* * * improve the Federal benefits package by

· * * considering changes to the leave system, [and] While in an absolute sense such a benefit may

by exploring the feasibility of a more flexible increase the Government's costs (e.g., sick leave

benefits package * * *.' 4_(Emphasis added.) employees use for this purpose might have other-

wise been forfeited when they resigned or retired),

The time for such changes would appear ripe, it would not actually be an increase in an

especially since Congress itself has recently encour- employee's entitlement to earn paid leave. Rather,

aged a more creative use of sick leave than OPM the benefit would simply give employees more

has traditionally permitted. Specifically, Congress flexibility in using leave which they have already
inserted a temporary provision into OPlvI's fiscal earned and are entitled to use (albeit for more

year 1991 appropriations bill (expiring Cept. 30, limited purposes).
1991) which said:

Moreover, to the extent that some employees may
Notwithstanding any other provision of law, already be using sick leave to care for sick or

sick leave provided by section 6307 o f title 5, elderly dependents (notwithstanding the fact that

United States Code, may be approved for such use violates current OPM regulations), official

purposes related to the adoption of a child in sanctioning of this practice obviously would not

order to test the feasibility of this concept further increase costs. Finally, it should be noted

during fiscal year 1991.42 that, for those employees who use all their sick

leave before leaving Government service (e.g.,

According to OPM's guidance on this change employees who take a disability retirement), any

(Federal Personnel Manual (FPM) Bulletin 630-61, use of sick leave for these expanded purposes
"Sick Leave for Adoptive Parents"), the purpose of would reduce the sick leave used for the

this provision "is to put adoptive paren_:s on a employee's own health problems, thus resulting in

more equal footing with biological mothers, who no net increase in leave usage.
are currently allowed to use sick leave for prenatal
visits." However, since using sick leave to attend

court hearings or meetings with social workers is

certainly further afield from the language of OPM's

current regulations than using sick leaw,' to care for

sick relatives, the precedent value of this Congres-
sionally requested test should not be lost.
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Prior to implementation, OPM would obviously Finally, the fact that these changes are capable of

need to consider how much discretion agencies being accomplished without the need for further

should have regarding use of sick leave for legislation should give added impetus to any effort

nontraditional purposes. Some aspects of this to make them, since it is always difficult to secure

benefit may require standardized criteria (e.g., how legislative action for a change in benefits, The

much of a person's sick leave may be used for these Board therefore recommends that OPM pursue this

purposes; can advance leave be granted; what issue, and unless unanticipated problems are
information needs to be tracked by OPM), while identified, take action to change its current sick

others may be more suitable to agency choice (e.g., leave regulations.

how specific do the criteria need to be which

govern when this type of leave can be granted).

It would probably be appropriate to conduct

several different pilot programs to test various

approaches to this benefit, before determining what

final regulations are needed. Even then, final

regulations need not be cast in stone--while a

cautious, incremental approach seems prudent at

the beginning, it may well be that a more flexible

approach will be in order once experience is gained

with the concept.
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Definitions: ]

The Federal Government uses the term "alternative Both of these AWS programs have multiple options

work schedules," or "AWS," to describe two available.. Under compressed work schedules, for
different work schedule variations--flexitime and example, there are "5-4/9' workweeks (5 days one

compressed work hours. Each of these represents a week and 4 days the next week), 4~day workweeks,
different kind of adjustment to the traditional fixed and 3-day workweeks. Each of these requires the

schedule of 8 working hours per day, 5 clays per employee to work, under a fixed schedule, more

week, which begin and end at the same times each than 8 hours per day. As a result of working these

day. longer days, the employee is able to work fewer
than 10 days irt each 2-week pay period.

According to the Federal Personnel Manual,

flexitime and compressed work schedules are In contrast, under the various flexitime options
defined as follows: (flexitour, gliding schedule, variable day or week

schedule, and maxiflex schedule), employees are

· 'Flexitime means a system of work scheduling only required to put in 8 working hours per day,

which splits the workday into two distinct but they have the flexibility to vary their starting
kinds of time. core time and flexible time. and stopping times. Under some flexitime options,

The two requirements under arty flexitime employees can also accrue "credit hours" when
schedule are: they do work more than 8 hours in a day (thus

occasionally earning the right to take an extra day

(a) the employee must be at work during off by using their credit hours as if they were
core time, and annual leave hours), but this is not a required

aspect of participation in fiexitime.
(b) the employee must account for the total

number of hours he or she is scheduled

to work." Historical Perspective on AWS Programs:

· A compressed work schedule for a full-time While pervasive in the Federal Government now,

employee is "* * * an 80-hour biweekly basic AWS programs did not exist only 20 years ago. In

work requirement which is scheduled for less fact, they were made a permanent part of Federal

than 10 workdays * **."_ personnel regulations only in 1985. According to
OPM, at the time of their inception, limited

fiexitime programs were possible only through
some "creative" interpretation of existing time and
attendance rules:
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The first flexible schedule in the Federal OPM's favorable conclusions about the AWS

sector was implemented by the Bureau el: experiment in its September 1981 "Interim Report
Indian Affairs (BIA) in Albuquerque, New on the Alternative Work Schedules Experimental

Mexico, in late 1972. Following the BIA Program" led to Congress' passage of the Federal

experiment, flexible schedules spread to the Employees Flexible and Compressed Work Sched-

Social Security Administration Headquarters ules Act of 1982. The legislative history for this act

(SSA) in Baltimore, Maryland, in 1974, ar, d nicely sums up file many positive benefits which

then to several organizational elements ill AWS had brought to the Government and its

various Federal agencies, Both the BIA and employees:
SSA began their experiments with flexible

schedules because of employee tardiness, lost The benefits of [flexitime and compressed
productivity, low morale, and, in the case of work] schedules to employees were over-

SSA, an extensive amount of leave withoat whelming. Working parents could structure

pay (LWOP). In both cases, when employees their work schedules to best attend to their
were allowed to select their arrival time children's needs. Appointments outside of the

under the flexible schedules, productivity and office could be more easily scheduled without

morale improved, and, in SSA, LWOP dc- the necessity of taking sick or annual leave.
creased. Traveltimesto and from theofficewere

reduced. Employees generally had a greater
However, it was not until 1979 that more innova- degree of control over their work lives which

rive and aggressive approaches were formally provided them with more time to devote to
made legal. At that time, Public Law 95-39f., the non-work activities.

Federal Employee's Flexible and Compressed

Work Schedules Act of 1978 (effective Mar. 29, The benefits of these schedules to govern-

1979), established a 3-year, experimental program ment, when utilized in a proper fashion, were

designed to test the feasibility and efficacy of using also significant. Hours of service to the public
flexible and compressed work schedules. This increased. Tardiness and absenteeism of

legislation, based on proposals submitted by the employees were reduced. Energy consump-

Civil Service Commission (now OPM), authorized tion in buildings decreased. General produc-
several new options, including "credit hours" and tivity was enhanced?

schedules running over 8 hours per day without

the necessity of paying overtime rates. As with most things, notwithstanding its many
positive benefits, AWS did have some downside

OPM was a key player in this experiment, as it was consequences as well. Again, according to the

responsible for planning, organizing, estabJtishing, legislative history:
and managing the test program. Moreover. the

legislation required OPM to specifically evaluate * * * improper use of alternative work sched-

the effects of the AWS program on six specific ules did have some serious repercussions. In

areas: the efficiency of Government operations; some cases, productivity and work perfor-

mass transit facilities and traffic; levels of _nergy mance declined. Service to the public was

consumption; service to the public; increased delayed and hindered. Workers were unavail-

opportunities for full-time and part-time employ- able when needed. Costs increased. * * * The

ment; and individuals and families generally, result of the experimental program showed
that the use of alternative work schedules can

be beneficial to all concerned when tlte sched-

ules are used properly. (Emphasis added.)
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While the 1982 act established AWS as an ongoing program like AWS, legiflmizes the concept for

program, rather than a test, it also set a 3-year many other employers who might otherwise have

sunset provision on the program. During this 3- held back. Figure 3 (displayed earlier in the "Back-

year period, OPM, GAO, and the House Subcom- ground" chapter of this report) demonstrated this

mittee on Human Resources (among others) effect, as it showed that over half of employers

conducted further reviews and evaluations of responding to one survey now offer flexitime, and

AWS. The consensus reflected in these studies was this percentage is expected to increase among the

summed up in 1985 testimony by GAO, which responding employers to about 86 percent by the

said: "Overall, efficiency of operations, service to year 2000.

the public, employment opportunities, and em-

ployee morale have improved. ''45Given this In terms of actual use by employees, the Federal
conclusion, Congress made the authorization for Government still leads the rest of the country. As

AWS permanent in Public Law 99-196, which was figure 5 below shows, more Federal workers are on

signed into law on December 23, 1985. flexible work schedules than are workers from
other sectors of the economy. The Federal

Government's 19-percent participation rate for

Current Federal Use of AWS ] flexitime full-time and salary workers

I

Programs: use by wage
I

is almost 50 percent higher than for private sector

In making AWS permanent, Congress positioned or State government employees, and over three

the Government as a trend-setter in the use of times the rate for local government employees.
flexible work schedules. As the Nation's largest

employer, the Government, when it adopts a

Figure 5.

Percent of Full-Time Wage and Salary Workers

on Flexible Work Schedules, by Category,

May 1989

Category of Employer

9_ , , z, ,,,

FederalGovernment F _ %____

1

Stategovernment ____13

Local government __6

I I I I

0 5 10 15 20 25

Percent of Workers on Flexible Schedules

Source: Unpublished data from a May 1989 supplement to the "Current Population Survey," Bureau of Labor Statistics.
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Since an aggregate percentage such as that shown As suggested by the legislative history quoted

above can mask widely different situations among earlier, Congress apparently saw similar conse-
agencies, in our questionnaire we asked agencies to quences of traditional work schedules and deter-

estimate what percent of their employees "have the mined that AWS had the potential to aid Federal

opportunity to participate in at least one type of employees in balancing their work and family lives.

alternative work schedule." Of the 16 agencies Recent MSPB research would appear to support

which offered an estimate, 13 said that at least half this conclusion, at least on the level of showing that

of their employees have the opportunity to partici- substantial numbers of employees consider AWS to
pate in AWS, while 1 each said 0, 20, and 30 be a valued benefit.

percent, have this opportunity. Moreover, of the 12

agencies which were able to respond to a question Specifically, the Board asked a large

asking for an estimate of how many employees Govemmentwide sample of Federal employees

"actually do participate in some form of AWS," 6 what role selected benefits play in retaining current

said over 50 percent, while the rest said fewer than Federal employees. When given a choice of 13

50 percent, different factors and asked, "How does each of the

following affect your decision to stay with or leave

As regards the trend in employee participation, 14 the Government?," 49 percent of responding

agencies believed that use of compressed work Federal employees listed "Flexible work schedule"

schedules had increased in recent years (5 said as a "reason for staying in Government," while

"Increased substantially" and 9 said "Increased only 10 percent said it was a "reason for leaving

minimally"), while none believed it had decreased, the Government." Forty-one percent said it was

For fiexitime, 12 agencies believed that its use had "neither a reason to stay nor leave. '_7

also increased (1 said "Increased substantially" and

11 said "Increased minimally"), while 1 agency In fact, taking this perspective one step further, it is

said flexitime use had "Decreased minimally." interesting to note the 1981 research of Halcyone H.
Bohen and Anamaria Viveros-Long, who sought to
determine the effectsof flexit-imeon different

AWS as a and Family Benefit: ] categories employees. They hypothesized that

/

Work of

flexitime would reduce stress and that employees

A recent article addressing work and family issues with the most work-family stress would benefit the
succinctly described why AWS programs are most from flexitime (i.e., dual income couples with

needed. It said: children and single parents). To their surprise, the
researchers found that "* * * the families most

Traditional work schedules can cause prob- helped by a modest flexitime program are those

lems for employees with families because (a) with the fewest work-family conflicts, namely
excessive work hours prevent workers from those without children."
spending enough time with their families, (b)

the work day either starts too early or ends In explaining their survey results, researchers

too late and thus does not allow for quality Bohen and Viveros-Long concluded:
time with their families, and (c) work sched-
ules often do not mesh with child care ar-

rangements. 46
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Plainly, the magnitude of the logistical, In a similar vein, we also asked agencies what
energy and time demands on families with effect AWS had on the morale and productivity of

two employed parents, or a single parent, their employees. Of those agencies able to make a

cannot be dramatically altered by minor judgment, about half said AWS had minimally

changes in daily work schedules. Ironically, improved morale, while the rest said it had sub-

the reverse may also be true. That is, parents stantially improved it. Regarding productivity,

with young children may be precluded from almost half of the responding agencies said AWS

varying their schedules----_ven when they had improved it, while the rest said it had neither

have a fiexitime option--because the logistics improved productivity nor hurt it.

of their lives are so fixed. For example, the

schedules of the babysitter, child care center, Putting all these pieces together, we believe that

school, or other parent may dictate when they Federal agencies are on the right track regarding

can go to and from work. use of AWS programs. From the above data, it is
clear that AWS programs are having a meaning-

In light of these findings, the researchers offered fully positive effect on agency operations and

two important insights: employees. Agencies able to offer an opinion

believed that morale had improved, and if a major

· "* ** a small degree of flexibility helps a lot reason to have programs such as AWS is to recruit

with little problems (i.e., the logistics of single and retain a high-quality workforce, morale

adult families); but it helps only a little with impacts such as those shown above are certainly
big problems (i.e., the logistics of families desirable outcomes.

with children and employed parents," and

Moreover, since the positive impacts of AWS

· "* * * people can have positive attitudes substantially overshadow the relatively few

towards the idea of choice in the scheduling downside effects reported (a few agencies said

of their work while still recognizing the AWS made it minimally more difficult to supervise

limitations of the modest version of fiexitime employees), agencies should be looking for more

examined in this study. ''*s opportunities to expand use of AWS and to better

publicize its availability. Since the Federal Govern-

ment is already a leader in this benefit area, it

The Future of AWS makes sense to capitalize on this fact, and use it as

Within the Federal Civil Service: a marketing tool in recruitment efforts. To the

extent that AWS also gives some productivity

It is perhaps the types of "positive attitudes" enhancement to agencies, this can be viewed as

spoken of above which led Federal employees to "icing on the cake"--not to be dismissed, but not a
consider flexible work schedules as a "reason for prerequisite for expanded programs either.
staying in Government" in the Board's survey cited

earlier. In any event, given these positive attitudes,

it is unfortunate that more agencies do not more

aggressively publicize the availability of AWS

programs. In our questionnaire, we asked agencies,

"How often does your agency mention AWS

coverage in recruiting brochures, job announce-

ments, interviews, etc. when it applies to the job

being advertised?" In response, 1 agency said

"Most of the time," while 16 agencies said "Some
of the time" and 3 said "Never." In addition, two

agencies said "Don't know/Can't judge,"
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The Legal and Historical Framework forFederal Part-Time Employment:

The current authority for Federal part-time em- · Benefits the Government, as an employer, by

ployment was established by the Federal Employ- increasing productivity and job satisfaction,

ees Part-Time Career Employment Act of 1978:49 while lowering turnover rates and absentee-

This piece of legislation was particularly notewor- ism, offering management more flexibility in

thy for its forward-thinking intent, as 13 years ago meeting work requirements, and filling
it foreshadowed many of the work and family shortages in various occupations; and
"values" which are considered state-of-the-art

today. · Benefitssocietyby offeringa needed alterna-
tive for those individuals who require or

Specifically, the "Congressional Findings and prefer shorter hours (despite the reduced
Purpose" section of the law recognized that "* ** income), thus increasing jobs available to

many individuals in our society possess great reduce unemployment while retaining the

productive potential which goes unused because skills of individuals who have training and

they cannot meet the requirements of a standard experience.

workweek," and that permanent part-time employ-
ment: Giventheabovefindings,theact went on to state

that its purpose was "* * * to provide increased

· Provides older individuals with a gradual part-time career employment opportunities
transition into retirement; throughout the Federal Government." In terms of

doing this, however, the new law actually made

· Provides employment opportunities to only a few substantive changes in the way part-

handicapped individuals or others who time positions were treated. These included:

require a reduced workweek; defining part-time positions as those involving 16
to 32 hours of work per week; specifying that part-

· Provides parents opportunities to balance time positions were to be counted on a pro-rata

family responsibilities with the need for basis when computing end-of-year personnel
additional income; ceilings; and specifying that the Government's

contribution to health insurance premiums for

· Benefits students who must finance their own part-time employees was to be prorated as well.
education or vocational training;
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In addition to these substantive changes, the law [The Federal Employees Part-Time Career Act
established several other requirements which of 1978] is a modest step toward increased

turned out to be largely symbolic. These included part-time employment opportunities. How-

the following: agencies should establish part-time ever, its importance should not be underesti-

career employment programs which would encour- mated. Only legislation can make expanded

age creation of part-time positions; agencies should . part-time employment opportunities a true

establish communication channels between em- national priority and strengthen the agencies'

ployees engaged in part-time career program resolve to embark upon such programs?
activities; OPM (then Civil Service Commission)

should advise and assist agencies with their part- The legislative history went on to describe previous
time career programs; OPM should conduct congressional attempts to pass part-time employ-

research and demonstration projects relating to ment requirements, which would have "* * *

part-time employment, including job sharing; and required each agency to set aside 2 percent of all

agencies should report to OPM and that OPM jobs in each grade each year during the next five

should, in turn, report to the President and Con- for permanent part-time employment," in order to

gress on part-time employment within the Federal assure that the desired changes would occur. While

Government. Congress ultimately decided not to impose legisla-

tively mandated quotas, the congressional authors

In passing the part-time career act describeo above, clearly expressed their expectations, saying, "* * *

Congress intended to correct what it viewed, as a the agencies must make a substantial good faith

serious shortcoming in Federal personnel practices, effort to set goals which would represent meaning-

According to the legislative history for this act: ful progress and to move toward them."

The Federal Government has lagged far

behind the private sphere in providing artd Developments Since Passage

improving part-time employment opportuni- of the Part-Time Employment Act:
ties of any type. In 1977, only 2.3 percent of

the Federal work force were permanent [,art- While the 1978 act was quite explicit in detailing

time employees. Moreover, 89 percent of the certain actions which agencies and OPM were

part-time federal jobs are in the lower grade expected to take, responses to these mandates have
levels, primarily in the clerical, food and been spotty at best. When GAO examined the

medical services, status of Federal part-time employment programs
in July 1986, it found that, in general, neither OPM

This record is particularly disappointing nor the agencies had fulfilled their duties under the

because the issue of increasing part-time act. Given these findings, it is not surprising that

employment opportunities in the Federal GAO also found that:

Government is not new. Fifteen years ago [in
1963] the President's Commission on the [w]hile the number of part-time employees

Status of Women recommended that the governmentwide increased during 1979 and

Federal Government establish a permanent 1980, the first years after the legislation

structure for part-time job opportunities in became effective, there has since been a

Federal agencies. ** * general downward trend. From January 1981
to January 1986, part-time employment
dropped by about 11 percent. Over the same

period, the total number of permanent federal

employees increased by about 1.5 percent?
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As the above figures show, in the first 6-plus years For comparison purposes, it is worth noting that

of the Part-Time Career Employment Act's exist- the nationwide population of part-time workers

ence, there had not been much "meaningful (including both public and private sector) has

progress" toward meeting Congress' expectations generally ranged from 15 to 18 percent of the
of an increase in the number of Federal part-time workforce over the last 20 years. 52While the

employees. In fact, by 1989, the percent of Govern- universe of Federal jobs certainly differs in makeup

ment employees on part-time schedules (2.3 and mission from the general civilian workforce

percent) was identical to what existed back in 1978. (e,g., compared to the private sector, the Govern-

ment employs relatively few part-time food-service

Fortunately, the total picture of Federal part-time workers), and the private sector complement of

employment is not as bad as these raw statistics part-time workers includes some significant

would suggest. For one thing, there bas been a number of people who are only working part-time

significant transformation in the grade level of because they were unable to secure full-time

part-time employees. According to OPM, between employment, these figures still suggest that there is

1978 and 1990, the number of part-time employees substantial opportunity to expand the number of

in wage grade and GS-1 through GS-3 positions Federal part-time jobs, if Federal managers chose to

declined dramatically (from 25,446 to 12,346), while allow them or sought to create them.
those in higher grades increased substantially (e.g.,

part-time positions in grades GS-4 through GS-9 The causes of Federal agencies' lack of action in the

increased from 16,303 to 20,792, while those in area of part-time employment are not conclusively

grades GS-10 and above increased from 2,577 to known. While it is obvious that a manager would

7,378). be reluctant to give up a full-time position and only

get one part-time position to replace it (since the

Also, there has been an important shift in the total work hours of a part-timer are inherently less

nature of the Government's part-fime workforce, than a full-timer), nothing precludes hiring mul-

Prior to the 1978 act, the Government had large tiple part-time employees to fill what had previ-

numbers of "part-time" employees who were ously been full-time slots. Moreover, while such

involuntarily required to work 39 hours a week, in multiple hires could take the form of job-sharing.

order for agencies to escape end-of-year full-time arrangements (as discussed below), they need not
employee "ceiling" requirements. Since passage of do so.

the act, part-time positions are defined as those

involving between 16 and 32 hours of work each Turning then to other potential factors, it does not

week, and employees serving in such positions are appear that productivity concerns about part-time

more likely to be there on a voluntary basis, employees are an issue for Federal agencies. When
we asked agencies, "Overall, how would you judge

Having noted all of the above, there is no question the productivity of your agency's part-time em-

that these changes in the nature and composition of ployees versus full-time employees, per hour

the Federal part-time workforce are positive worked?," no agency indicated that part-time

developments. However, the fact remains that the employees were less productive than full-time

progress which has been made still falls far short of employees (2 agencies said "Part-timers are some-

what might have been expected by the authors of what more productive," 11 agencies said "Part-

the 1978act. timers are equally as productive," and 9 agencies
said "Don't know/Can't judge").
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Similarly, cost would not appear to be a concern, Given all of the above, it seems a reasonable

since there are relatively few additional cosls inference that the paucity of part-time positions in

associated with hiring part-time employees. Part- the Government is more a result of organizational

timers are counted on a pro-rata basis against inertia than it is a conscious decision not to have

employment ceilings, and their benefits (such as such positions. Except in a few agencies which

leave, retirement, and the Government's share of have substantial part-time programs (e.g., the

the cost of health insurance premiums) are also Department of Veterans Affairs and OPM), most

prorated. While it can cost agencies more to train part-time positions that do exist were probably

two part-time employees than it would if one full- created in response to requests from individual

time person filled a particular job, given thc' full-time employees who requested a change to

relatively small number of positions involved, such part-time status, rather than as part of a planned

costs are probably not a major impediment to program or policy.

expanded part-time opportunities at this time.

Furthermore, when we asked agencies hov, the [ Job Sharing: J
number of part-time jobs matched up with the

number of employees wanting to work part-time, Congress recently included the following mandate
in OPM's 1990 appropriations bill:no agency said it was having trouble filling its

existing part-time positions; thus, recruitment does
The [House Committee on AppropriationsI isnot seem to be a drawback either. Moreover, given

projections about the declining skill levels of new aware of the increasing number of federal

entrants into the workforce, the potential to hire employees with children and dependent

people in the future who are skilled, but may not elderly family members and has included

be interested in full-time work (e.g., recent $250,000 for OPM to establish and operate a
nonfederal retirees, students, and disabled work- program designed to facilitate job-sharing

ers), should not be overlooked. Finally, as table 6 arrangements authorized under Public Law
95-437 [the Federal Employees Part-Time

below shows, only six agencies indicated that they
had reached (or nearly reached) the practical limit Career Employment Act of 1978].

of how many part-timers they could reasonably
use:

Table 6.

Number 0f agencies choosing the indicated response category to: "There is certainly some practical

limit to the percent, of an agency's workforce which could efficiently and effectively be made-up of

part-time positions, assuming employees were available to fill such positions. To what extent has
your agency reached this practical limit?"

2 Toa greatextent 3 Tonoextent

4 To a moderate extent 11 Don't know/Can't judge

2 To a minor extent
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The Committee expects OPM to act as a Regarding the characteristics of successful job-

clearinghouse for information pertaining to sharing teams and job-sharing arrangements in a
individuals seeking employment under job- white-collar work environment, OPM says that:
sharing arrangements, and any positions that

may be filled under such an arrangement. The experience reported by employers of job
sharing teams suggests that job sharers must

The Committee expects that OPM will auto- be good communicators, be willfug to consult

mate the clearinghouse function, making it and cooperate as members of a team rather

compatible with agency personnel data than as competitors, be flexible, and have a

systems and providing computerized listings strong commitment to the job and to making

for easy access by agencies and applicants. In the job sharing arrangement work. They must

this regard, OPM should survey agencies to have complementary skills, knowledge and

determine what positions are appropriate for abilities--and also compatible work

listing under the program and how rights and styles. * * *

responsibilities would be appointed under a

job-sharing arrangement. Data on individuals Almost any reasonable arrangement is

wishing to be included in listings furnished possible if it meets the needs of the supervisor

may include among other information per- and job sharers. Scheduling should take

sonal qualifications, positions sought, and advantage of the fact two people rather than

time of availability for work. one are filling the job; these possibilities
include overlapping time, split shifts, or

The Committee expects OPM to take reason- working in different locations at the same

able measures to provide continuing notice to time. Work schedules for job sharers can be

Government employees and applicants from 16 to 32 hours per week and can be

relating to the availability of the program, s3 varied in the same way as other part-time

employees, s
Through this language, OPM was ordered to create

a job-sharing program, in contrast to the ad hoc Given all the complexifles of job sharing, it appears

unstructured approach which bas otherwise to us that Congress' hopes for substantial expan-

characterized part-time employment in the Gov- sion of Federal part-time job opportunities are not

ernment (notwithstanding Congress' mandate in likely to be fulfilled through this program alone.
the 1978 part-time career act requiring agencies to It's not that job sharing is inherently a bad idea, but

have part-time programs). Whether a job-sharing rather that it takes a potentially simple solution

program can be the catalyst which finally puts (having multiple part-time employees filling what
Federal part-time opportunities on the map, would otherwise be full-time slots) and makes it

however, remains to be seen. complicated. Given its inherent complications, it

would seem that simply restructuring full-time

Job sharing essentially combines the efforts of two positions into distinct part-time positions, without

(or more) part-time employees, in order to fill one the interdependency of job-sharing arrangements,

full-time slot. Thus, for this idea to work, there gives most of the same benefits without the corn-

must be at least two employees in the same agency plexities of formally-shared positions.
and post of duty who are personally and profes-

sionally compatible, and who want to share one

job. Logistically and interpersonally, this approach
has potential problems inherent in it.
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Having said this, if maintaining the inte_,rity of a Given the statistics cited earlier, the dilemma faced

unified full-time position makes it easier for some by that "outstanding" attorney is apparently not an
managers to create part-time slots, this option isolated incident. The reality is that Government

should certainly be made available to them. Where efforts to increase the numbers of part-time job

there are employees available who want this type opportunities have been largely ineffective. This is

of arrangement and can bring it off successfully, unfortunate, since as a work and family benefit,

both the employee and the Government can benefit part-time employment can be a real boon to an

(e.g., the employee gets the part-time schedule organization.

which he or she wants, while the manager gets a

built-in backup capability when workload or Consider the following comments from a personnel

turnover require it). manager at one private sector firm: "There are a lot
of mothers out there looking for a place where they

In summary, it would appear that partici'oation by can put in a good, productive workday without the

Federal employees in job-sharing teams L';unlikely stress of having to make arrangements for child

to expand dramatically and, therefore, job sharing care before and after school and on school holi-

is unlikely to be the means through which part- days." In response to this realization, this

time opportunities become significantly more manager's firm hired several mothers to work 9

common throughout Government. We would a.m. to 2 p.m. Monday through Friday, with school
therefore encourage agencies and OPM to actively holidays and summer vacations off. As a result,

consider not only job-sharing programs, but also "[tlhe firm had such a good response to its initial

job restructuring initiatives, when they wish to advertisement of the new program that it [now]

expand part-time job opportunities, has a waiting list ** *,,s6

Regarding the role of mothers, some workforce

Pa/t-Time Employment statistics detailing the gender of part-time employ-

as a Work and Family Benefit: ees are interesting to note at this point of our
analysis. Nationally, roughly 1 in 10 working men
are on part-time schedules, while about one-

quarter of working women are. Within the Govern-
''/ consistently worked 6 plus days a week and ment, 71 percent of the part-time workforce are
long hours. I refused to continue that kind vf women?
schedule after having a baby. [I would have stayed

if f had been] permitted to work part-time fer Looking to the future, these gender statistics may

several years while my children were smalL"ss be changing, along with many other "givens" in the

An "outstanding" 34-year-old Federal work and family equation, as is illustrated by the

attorney who resigned while earning following study results quoted by American

$68,000a year. Demographicsmagazine:

The above quote, drawn from a survey of Federal

employees who were resigning, epitomizes the

challenge facing the Government's part-time
employment programs. On its face, it seems

surprising that such a seemingly simple accommo-

dation as attempting to structure a part-tirr, e

schedule might have kept a valued employee from

leaving. And yet, for whatever reason, this option
was not made available to her.
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In a 1985 study of 4,000 Du Pont employees, Looking to the future, perhaps one area where the

52 percent of the women and just 18 percent Government might choose to further distinguish

of the men were interested in working part- itself from other employers would be in what

time. In 1988, a similar study found that the additional benefits it grants to part-timers. While

number of women interested in part-time the current system of prorating benefits avoids

work had remained constant. But the percent- treating part-time employees more generously than

age of interested men had nearly doubled, to full-time ones, there is nothing sacrosanct about

33 percent. Even more startling was that 25 this approach. In fact, our current definition of

percent of the men and about 50 percent of what is (or is not) considered part time is essen-

the women said they had considered seeking tially arbitrary:

another employer who offered more work or

family flexibility. 5s As late as 1938, 60 percent of federal employ-
ees worked more than five days a week. * * *

Successful work and family programs such as part- Considered historically, the current defini-

time employment offer a proactive means through tions of full-time and part-time work lose

which the Government can respond to the demo- substantive meaning and reflect simply the

graphic changes which are currently taking place in expectations of the historical moment. For

the job market. The increasing role of women in the example, when ten-hour days were the norm,

workforce, and the Government's increasing need eight-hour days would have been considered

for women to fill critical jobs, both argue for part-time. ''6°

creating more part-time positions. They also raise

the question of what actions, if any, the Govern- In light of this historical perspective, if the Govern-
ment could (or should) take to make its part-time ment ever had a problem in recruiting part-time

positions more attractive than potentially compet- employees, or wanted to gain an advantage in

ing private sector part-time positions, retaining its part-time employees, it could consider
providing more liberal benefits to part-timers than

In talking about the flexibility that part-time work it currently does. Even without such an approach,

options provide, a former director of the Women's however, it would appear that more aggressive

Bureau, Department of Labor, noted that "* * * action by OPM and top agency executives could

many women have sacrificed some measure of translate into expanded part-time opportunities

economic security for that flexibility. This need not within the Federal Government.

be the only alternative. Creative options are needed

to achieve and protect the rights, benefits, compen- OPM's recent issuance in the FPM on part-time

sation, and opportunities for all workers. ''s9 employment and job sharing (FPM Letter 340-3,
dated Sept. 10, 1990) was one important step in this

In this regard at least, the Government offers a direction, but more can and should be done. Since

better part-time benefits package than some other our analysis uncovered no substantive drawbacks

employers. Federal part-timers are typically hired to part-time work, and there appear to be several

as permanent employees and are eligible for the arguments in its favor, we encourage such action

same types of benefits as full-time employees. As where compatible with the work and mission of an

mentioned earlier, however, the Government's agency.

contribution to these benefits is prorated, commen-

surate with the number of hours per week that the

employee is scheduled to work.
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What Is Flexiplace:

Because flexiplace is so easily misunderstood, it is

important to first clarify what flexiplace is and is

not. The following explanation taken from a"Imagine the workplace of the future. Imagine an

office that's easy to reach, and not on the far side document prepared by the President's Council on

of a commute that leaves your mind numb, your Management Improvement (PCMI) provides some

body shaken. Imagine an office in which you feel of this context:

totally at ease---a place tailored to your individual

needs and tastes. Imagine an environment where Flexible workplace, work-at-home,

you feel free, and not like a prisoner enslaved by a telecommuting, and teleworking all refer to

rigid schedule. Imagine your own HOME. ''6_ paid employment away from the traditional
The Wall Street Journal office.

Telecommuting and teleworking imply use of

With the above quote, the Wall Street Journal high-tech telecommunications and computers

began an interesting exploration of futuristic trends to perform work from remote locations.
appearing in the workplace, including flexiplace. Work-at-home, as defined in the Flexible

While descriptions such as these can make working Workplace Project, covers work regardless of
at home sound almost hedonistic, the reality of high-tech or low-tech applications.

flexiplace is much closer to work than play. In fact,
the article cited above went on to make the follow- Many home workers need nothing more than

ingpoint: an ordinary telephone,typewriter,or pen and
paper to accomplish work objectives. In

Many managers have t? be convinced that addition to working at home, flexible work-
allowing workers to stay home isn't giving place covers work done at satellite offices as

them permission to 1oll around in their well. It is, in the most general terms, not

bathrobes watching 'People's Court.' Most limited by geography or technology.

managers say the reverse is true: Home

workers are more likely to show compulsive
tendencies than slothful ones. 62
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F:lexible workplace always implies al/ em-

ployer enlployee relationship p, here tile Table 7.

location of tile worksite is shifted aw,ay from Complaints raised by corporate employees,

tile prhnary traditional worksite. It should not when asked about the disadvantages of
be confused with home-based businesses working at home.

(cottage industries) or independent contractor

arrallgetnents ill the ]lome.
Complaint Percent

It is also quite different from situations where

employees permanently v, ork out of their Hard to separate personal
homes, traveling dally to clients or audit and and work life 27

inspecti_m sites on premises not controlled by Less time for yourself 26
their employers, in these instances, their Work too much 24
ho11_es, not thc'ir vxorksites, are considered Lack interaction with co-workers 24

their{ffKTalduty st,mens. Lackwork equipment 12

Lackclericalsupport 10

While fiexiplace has been growing in popularity Less sense of belonging to company 7
_ith pm'ate sector employers, this has not oc-

cu Fred without controversy as the following Source:Cynthia Crossen, "Workplace-WhereWe'll Be,"Wall

excerpt quoting futurist John Naisbitt illustra les: Street Journal, June 4, 1990,p. R8.(Data cited were based ona survey by Link Resources.)

Ill Me,at;ends (1982) Johm_Naisbill says 'I do

not think many of tls will choose to _.ork at

honle in our electronic cottages.... Very few

people will be willing to stay' home all of the

time and tap lnes_,ages to the office, l'eople

want to go to the office. People want lo be

with people, and the more teclmolog; ,,,,e Interestingly, of the reasons given for choosing to

pLImp 111to society, the more people _xill want work al home, only 8 percenl of respondents ill the

to be with people. It is good for emergencies above-cited survey gave "More tm_e for family" as

(like Mondays) and to be able to stay home on tlleir primary motivation. When this is coupled

some days and deal with your office mid with the 27 percent who complain that flexiplace

work through a computer Esan a ttra_live makes it "llard to _eparate perso tal and work

occasional option. During certain specific life," it serves lo validate one concern often ex

periods--the late stages of a pregnancy, lor pressed by experts on flexiplace. Fhal is, flexiplace

example it is useful to be able lo continue should not be used as a subslituh' for child care,

_xork via a computer. But for the most part, since most people find it difficult to attend to their

we will seek the high touch of the office. '"q children's needs and to ac_ompli_dl productive
work at the salne time.

Others have aIso pointed out that flexiplace is not

an unmitigated panacea For example, one recent

survey of corporate employees attempted to

document the pros and cons of this program. Table

7 shows the complaints cited about working at
home:
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Within the Federal Government, flexiplace as an

How the Government Plans to Learn officially sanctioned way of doing business is a

About Flexiplace: relatively new phenomenon. While in the past

Under the guidance of the President's Council on individual managers may have authorized ad hoc
work-at-home arrangements in special one-of-a-

Management Improvement (PCMI), the Federal
kind circumstances (e.g., a task force needing to get

Government recently began an innovative effort to

gain first-hand experience with flexiplace. This is away from the office in order to concentrate on a

occurring through a carefully monitored 1-year special project, or a valued employee who is

program, called the Federal Flexible Workplace temporarily incapacitated and unable to travel to

Pilot Project, which is being coordinated by OPM the office), there was no organized or publicized
and GSA. effortto authorizesucharrangements.

According to the project guidelines developed by In fact, where ad hoc work-at-home arrangements
were allowed, they would typically be "kept

PCMI, flexiplace can help agencies by: quiet," since there was a vaguely illicit connotation

* * * [providing] increased ability to attract to such an unorthodox action--after all, the Gov-
and retain employees in critical ocCUpations ernment doesn't do things like that! This attitude
and positions, such as technical and scientific flows from an organizational culture within most

researchers or computer programmers; Federal agencies which does not encourage risk

targeting new labor markets such as severely taking, particularly in regard to personnel policies
handicapped individuals; reducing space and and practices.

associated costs; or enabling agencies to better

conduct the organization's work by allowing Because of this organizational culture, the current

increased flexibility in the location of the Federal experiment with flexiplace is all the more
work site.65 extraordinary. Both OPM and GSAdeserve credit

for their leadership role in this endeavor, which

In experimenting with flexiplace, the Government might have subjected each of these agencies to

is venturing into a concept which doesn't fit neatly criticism.

into its traditional workplace model, as the follow-

ing quote from a recent newspaper article illus- Moreover, given the support flexiplace has re-
trates: ceived from PCMI, OPM, and GSA (to say nothing

of President Bush, who has endorsed flexiplace in

The fact that Emily Tull works out of her several speeches), agencies can even reap favorable
home isn't unusual. What is unusual is who publicity because of their involvement with this

she works for. Mrs. Tull's employer is the approach, rather than having to keep flexiplace

federal government. A building management activities quiet. Consider this news item which

specialist for the General Services Adminis- recently appeared in the Washington Post:
tration, she is one of a limited number of

federal civilian employees who aren't re- Social Security chief Gwendolyn S. King,

quired to punch in down at the old Depart- recovering at home from back surgery, has

ment of Whatever. * * *Years after the private what has to be the world's biggest work-at-

sector began experimenting with the notion of home assignment. The Social Security Admin-

telecommuting, the nation's largest employer istration has installed a fax machine at King's

is belatedly about to join the trend. 66 Washington home so she can read and sign
documents during her recuperation. 67
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We are very interested in the flexiplace

Progress of the Government's concept and believe it has great potential

Flexiplace Pilot Program: benefit. Given the July 1990 start-up time for

To date, agency participation in the fie <iplace pilot the OPM pilot and the size of VA and its

program has been disappointing. OPM had ex- labor commitments, we felt that there was not

pected up to 1,000 participants by January 1991, adequate time to develop a quality program.

but by June 1991, only about 350 employees at However, we are considering a number of

about a dozen agencies had signed up for the pilot, flexiplace experiments under current * * *

In commenting about this poor showing, one guidelines.

consultant who specializes in flexiplace programs

put this situation in perspective, as follows: If departments such as Veterans Affairs do conduct
their own independent programs, it might be

useful if they explored issues which the OPM test isThere is a very natural and predicta_le gap
not adequately addressing. For example, onebetween the initial enthusiasm for a program

like fiexiplace and the decision to buy into it aspect of flexiplace needing evaluation is the

later down the line. A program like this provision allowing employees to work at satellite

catches people off guard. You're dealing with offices, rather than their homes. This option could
have much appeal, particularly for managers who

agencies that have their own agenda. There is
the first group who are the acceptors and sign are threatened by the concept of employees work-

on right away. Then there is the second group lng at home.

who are interested and curious, but not ready

to sign on the dotted line. Then ther_ is the This option needs to be evaluated because its

real latency group, the folks who allnost biggest impediment will probably be the adminis-

never do anything first. In six months, if there trative red tape which might ensue if an employee
was still this reluctance, it would tell me that of one agency wanted to work at a Federal office

nearer his or her home and that office happened to
the bureaucracy is so tradition-bour, d that

nothing could change it? belong to a different agency. Unless there were a
streamlined way for agencies to work with OPM

and GSA to provide for such arrangements, itBased on the available information, it does not

appear to us that the pilot's slow start necessarily appears unlikely that this concept could succeed.
means that flexitime cannot succeed in the Federal

Government. In responses to our quesi:ionnaire, Turning to a different aspect of the fiexiplace

several agencies indicated an interest ia flexiplace program, we also asked agencies to estimate what

but felt there was insufficient time to prepare for percent of their workforce "* * * could conceivably
meet the minimum criteria for being able to use

participation in the pilot program OPM was flexiplace at least 1 day per week (i.e., have some
offering, or felt that the pilot program put too

work which is portable, that is, not site-depen-

many constraints on them. For example, the dent)?" Most agencies felt unable to respond--of

Department of Veterans Affairs said: the 22 agencies queried, 17 said "Don't know/

Can't judge." Of those who did hazard a guess, one

said 100 percent, one said 40 percent, and three

said 20 percent or below.
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In its response, OPM estimated that 80 percent of I
the Government's permanent fun-time civilian Results of EPA's Experiment
nonpostal positions could meet the minimum ] With Flexiplace:

criterion cited above· In explaining this estimate, Since the PCMI pilot program was just getting off

OPMsaid: the ground at the time this report was being

prepared, it was not yet a useful source of data on

From a job structure viewpoint, relatively few how flexiplace might actually function in a Federal
such positions would not meet minimum work environment. However, the Environmental

criteria. The primary ones that would not Protection Agency (EPA) recently concluded a

meet the criteria are site-dependent positions small-scale pilot of flexiplace in its Research

such as nurses, librarians, and most blue Triangle Park, NC, office. As this effort was very

collar workers. The percentage furnished well organized and documented, as well as com-

above reflects a rough estimate of the propor- prehensively evaluated (even though there were
tion left when,we remove the site-dependent only seven participants), we anticipate that its

workers, results may be representativeof those found when

Interestingly, however, even though most agencies the larger PCMI pilot is completed.
couldn't estimate how much of their workforce

In an independent evaluation of EPA's pilot, a

might be able to use flexiplace, a number of agen- consultant's report identified three "critical success

cies did have a positive assessment of what factors" for the program. These were: choosing the
flexiplace might mean to their recruitment and

proper jobs; choosing the right participants; and

retention of employees· These results are detailed consistency with an organization's culture. 69Based

in table 8 below: on the consultant's review, EPA's pilot properly
addressed each of these factors; thus, it was able to

fulfill its function and

effectively test the

concept.
Table 8.

Number of agencies choosing the indicated response to: "To what extent More specifically, EPA's

do you believe that flexiplace would enhance your agency's ability to pilot program was also
recruit and select quality new employees and retain current superior deemed successful at

employees?" meetingtheobjectivesset

for the experiment; i.e., to

Recruit new Retain current test the concept's feasibil-

employees employees ityand togatherdata on
its costs and benefits.

3 2 Toa greatextent Accordingto the follow-

ing statement from EPA's
4 8 To a moderateextent internalevaluation,there

were six key findings

9 4 Toa limitedextent fromthepilot:

0 1 Tonoextent

4 5 Don't know/Can't judge

Note:Two agenciesdid not respond to thisquestion.
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(1) It is feasible to successfully establish and These last three points bear some further discus-

support Federal employees at an offsite sion. Regarding the first point (i.e., managerial

work setting. Employee participants, reluctance to continue or expand the flexiplace

management, and the Union *,_ere all program), several themes emerged in EPA's

pleased with the overall design and analysis of the point. These included the following

implementation of the project and felt issues:
that valuable lessons were lea:cned

regarding policy and logistics issues. · in offices where flexiplace was not offered,
employees who would have wanted to

(2) All employee participants rep,vrted that participate in the program might have nega-
working at the alternate work site tive feelings about being denied the chance to
resulted in increased morale. ?artici- do so;

pants particularly stressed the satisfac-

tion of being able to concentrate fully on · in offices where it was to be offered, there

their work due to fewer interruptions, could be potential problems for supervisors in

All participants wished to continue justifying which employees were allowed to

working offsite, participate, since the criteria which might be

employed would be highly subjective (i.e.,

(3) Coworkers expressed little to no nega- level of motivation, ability to work indepen-

tive reactions during the pilot phase, dently); and

Most perceived that the pilot ]lad been a

success and expect that the program will · managers had a general discomfort with the

continue and be expanded, implications of being accountable for the
work of a larger number of employees who

(4) Managers were pleased with Ihe perfor- were working offsite, since this was an

mance of the individual selected for the unfamiliar and threatening concept to tradi-
pilot project, but expressed reservations tionally-minded managers?
as to whether others on their s:taff would

experience similar success. W, th regard From our perspective, none of the aforementioned

to continuing or expanding the program, concerns rises to the level of a fundamental flaw in

reactions ranged from strongI:g opposed flexiplace. While each is understandable and

(many) to generally supportive (few). practical, collectively they should be solvable

through proper planning, training, and communi-
(5) Overall, employee participant3 did not cation.

show an increase in productivity or an

improvement in the quality ot work; Regarding the second of the last three points, i.e.,

either by subjective or objective evalua- productivity, EPA's internal assessment offered
tion. somefurtherelaboration:

(6) The majority of the benefits of the

program accrue to the employee and,

accordingly, only indirectly tc. OARM
[Office of Administration and Resources

Management]. 7°
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According to the literature one of the "selling Finally, on the question of whether any benefits

points" of working at home is the potential directly accrue to the Government from flexiplace,

for dramatic increases in productivity, it is likely that the small size of EPA's flexiplace

Figures in the literature range from increases pilot (and perhaps even the PCMI pilot) would

of 5 to 300 percent with the "norm" being preclude realization of the full potential which

around 20 percent. Most often these produc- flexiplace could ultimately offer. This is because the

tivity improvements are attributed to the economics of flexiplace become more convincing

decrease in interruptions at the alternative when a critical mass of employees begins partici-

site, leading to a more satisfied and produc- paring.

tive employee. * * *
At some point, it becomes reasonable to have to

Overall, the participants in the [EPA] pilot rent (or build) less office space, for example, since

did not show an increase or decrease in fewer people need to be accommodated at any one

productivity. In many cases an employee was time. Similarly, given the costs of the transporta-

more productive at the alternative site, but tion infrastructure, at some point flexiplace pre-

this was usually offset by a lower level of empts the need for new or expanded facilities. In
productivity at the office, resulting in a net commenting on this point, the Washington Post

change of zero. 72 recently noted that one member of the Virginia

State Assembly had said that the ultimate impact of

While it could be interesting to speculate why fiexiplace on traffic patterns could be more pro-

EPA's flexiplace program did not achieve the found than other, more publicized transit initia-
productivity gains cited by others (e.g., were the tives:

employees chosen for the pilot already highly

productive and thus atypical), the answer is, in one "We have gone through such trials on a

sense anyway, essentially academic. EPA's pilot commuter rail between Fredericksburg and

did demonstrate that productivity did not suffer Washington that would take 4,000 people off

under flexiplace. To the extent that Federal manag- the highway at considerable expense,"

ers considering flexiplace may have assumed this [Virginia Del. William J.] Howell said.

was a potentially major problem, it is helpful to '[Flexiplace], on the other hand, has the

know that it did not occur during EPA's pilot, potential to take four times that amount off

the road at little cost to anyone. ''73
As to whether another experiment (like the PCMI

flexible workplace pilot project) would show Having said all of the above, it is important to put

productivity savings, only time will tell. Since we flexiplace in perspective. As a work and family

uncovered no basis to assume that the Federal benefit program, there is little doubt that flexiplace

work environment is inherently unable to duplicate will have a strong appeal to some segments of the

the productivity gains found in private sector Government's workforce. EPA's test suggests that

studies, we believe such gains are achievable by the it can work in a Federal context--with the right

Government as well. jobs, right participants, and right organizational

culture--although not without some degree of

extra effort by managers. It is not a panacea,

however, and it definitely runs some risk of

adverse publicity if not managed properly.
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Flexiplace's potential utility to the Gow_rnment is The Wall Street Journal very aptly captured the

also not limited to the recruitment and retention practical significance of this point in a recent article

benefits of ongoing work at home arrangements--it on fiexiplace. It said:

also has applicability in emergency situations. For

example, in the 1989 earthquake which hit San The reason the government is experimenting

Francisco, the EPA's regional office was destroyed, with the so-called 'flexiplace' (for flexible

EPA responded by having its 600+ employees work workplace) program has less to do with

out of their homes for over six months. Similarly, government beneficence than with population

for those OPM employees who were unable to trends. Faced with a shrinking labor pool and

readily commute to OPM's San Francisco office rising competition from the private sector,

(because of damage to the Oakland-San Francisco government officials see the flexible work-

Bay Bridge), OPM allowed them to work at home place as a possible answer. 'We needed to

for several months. Thus, agencies thai: had a find a way to enhance our ability to recruit

receptivity to adopting flexiplace (if not actual and retain employees,' says Wendell Joice, a

contingency plans providing for its use) were able personnel research psychologist at the OPM.

to creatively respond to the crisis at hand, minimiz- 'We needed a carrot. '74 !
ing the adverse effects of the emergency on their

mission accomplishment.

Given flexiplace's nontraditional image, it would

be unfortunate if agency decisions wMther to

utilize the program are driven by managerial

preconceptions and misconceptions, rather than by

reasoned analysis. From our point of _,iew, if

fiexiplaee can be implemented at little or no cost to

the Government, and it helps agencies recruit or

retain some of the people the Government wants

and needs, there appears to be no reason why it
shouldn't be made available.
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J What Are Leave-Sharing Programs: J

With the above words, the U.S. Senate began its
" 'r l

Whenfederal employees become seve e y ill, they background explanation of why the Federal

can use both annual and sick leave and request up Employees Leave Sharing Act of 1988 was neces-
to thirty days of advanced sick leave from their sary. The Senate report went on to describe how

agencies. Once all leave options are exhausted, "Federal employees have no short-term disability

unless they are eligible for disability retirement coverage as such and must rely on sick leave alone
benefits, they may either request leave without pay for short-term illnesses and the disability provi-
or quit the government. In cases zohere constant sions [of the retirement systems] for long-term
care for a terminally ill child or spouse is neces- illnesses."
sary, the options are the same. The choices can be

extremely difficult, and the financial impact of a Given this situation, the Senate report concluded

major medical problem or family emergency that, "In the absence of a short-term disability plan,

without any income or health insurance coverage leave sharing will close the gap in the federal
can be devastating for federal workers and their worker's current disability insurance coverage for

families. Leave sharing will provide a humanitar- personal medical emergencies. It can also be used

ian solution to this problem by allowing employees to allow employees to attend to seriously or

to continue receiving both pay and benefits while terminally ill spouses and dependents.".
attending to their own illness or that of a family

member."Ts When passed, the Federal Employees Leave

Legislative history for the Federal Sharing Act actually included two different leave-

Employees Leave Sharing Act of 1988 sharing programs--the main one being the leave-

transfer program, and the second one being a

limited pilot program involving leave banks. Both

.. of these programs were made temporary

(sunsetting in 1993), 5 years after the date the act

was passed.
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The heart of the leave-transfer initiative is its J

direction to OPM to 4stablisl_ a program under [ Impact of Programs:

which, if one employee has a medical emerg, ency, In its questionnaire, the .Board posed several
other employees can donate their annual leave to queries to agencies about the leave bank and leave-

that person, so that he or she does not suffer a loss transfer programs. While the responses we re 7
of income during the emergency. As used in this ceived were incomplete, the data we did receive

law, a "medical emergency" is defined to mean 'a were still quite impressive---for example, over
medical condition of an employee or a fam_l 7 22,000 employees have donated leave to their

member of an employee that is likely 'to requ ire the coworkers. Over 8,000 employees were the recipi-

prolonged absence of such employee from duty ents of this generosity, using an average of 4 to 5
and to result in a substantial loss of income to such weeks of donated leave each.
employee because of the unavailability of pa id

leave."7* Fromthese results,it is apparent that there is a

substantial need among Federal employees for

Turning to the leave bank program, it differ,,: from some form of short-term disability coverage

leave-transfer in that employees gain protec!ion beyond current sick leave provisions. Similarly, it

against emergency leave needs by participaffng in is apparent that Federal employees feel a responsi-

an insurance-type arrangement, rather than de- bility to help coworkers faced with emergency

pending on the generosity of fellow employ_es, medical problems, and have responded with heart-

Under this approach, Federal employees carl insure warming generosity. According to Department of
themselves against personal or family medical Army calculations, almost 500,000 hours of annual

emergencies by setting aside a minimum amount of leave have been donated in that department alone!
their own leave into the leave bank in advance of

any emergency. Then, if the need should ari_;e and From the point of view of agencies, this arrange-
they have exhausted their own leave resources, ment appears quite workable. As table 9 below

they can request a grant from the "bank." A'.isum- shows, almost all agencies felt that the leave-

lng that the leave bank's stockpile of leave h as not transfer program adequately meets employee
been depleted, they receive the leave they need. needs for short-term disability insurance:
The law directs OPM to establish a demonstration

project to test leave banks in at least three a_;encies. '-

Table 9.

Number of agencies choo_iing the indicated response to: "How

adequately does the leave transfer program serve as a short-term

disability insurance fring_, benefit for your agency's employees?'

11 Very adeqttately ' 0 Not at all

9 Moderately 2 Don't know/Can't judge

0 Minimally
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[ ***whenleavedonorsweregiventhechoice
Cost Issues:

· [ of donating annual or sick leave, the majority

The leave-transfer program has been structured so of donors chose to donate sick leave. * * * The

that the net cost to the Government. should be very results support precluding the donation of
small. Under some scenarios, in fact, it could be sick leave under a voluntary leave transfer,

almost flee (other than for administrative over- program, given that the trmlsfer of sick leave

head). This is because the Government is relying on under such a program would result in a

the generosity of some of its employees, in order to' significant net cost to the Government. The

. provide a benefit to certain other employees, rather cost of including sick leave in a leave transfer

than paying for the program itself, program is a consequence of the fact that the
work force does not use much of the sick

Tile way it has done this is to-impose limitations on leave available to it.

what leavecanbe donated.Specifically: · ·,

· Restrictions are applied in the amount and

timing of annual leave donations, to minimize In addition, more than 72 percent of the total

the possibility that employees will donate amount of annual'leave donated in all three

leave that they would have forfeited anyway cases was in excess of the employee's annual
(i.e., "use or lose" leave); and leave ceiling at the time of donation. It is not

possible to determine how much of this leave

· Leave donors are prohibited from donating actually would have been forfeited at the end
sick leave, which saves the Government of the leave year. Nevertheless, the use by a

money if the leave donor never becomes sick leave recipient of any annual leave that

enough to use that leave for him or her self. othgrwise would not have been used by tile
This is because sick leave cannot be converted leave donor represents a net cost to the

into cash when an employee resigns from Government. The result convinces us of the
Government service (nor, except for Civil need for a limitation on the donation of

Service Retirement System members, do annual leave that otherwise would become

employees get any credit in retirement subject to forfeiture?

computations for unused sick leave), while
annual leave can be converted to cash. From our perspective,, leave-transfer benefits

represent something of a "mixed bles§ing." On the

Under an earlier limited experiment with a tempo- one hand, it is evident that Federal employees want

rary leave-transfer program in 1987, donations of and need additional short-term disability protec-
annual leave and sick leave were permitted. In this tion. It is also clear that agencies view the leave-

experiment, which involved a total of three em- transfer program as a success_story, and are happy

ployees Governmentwide, several thousand to have'it as part of their benefits package. More-

Federal employees offered to donate leave to the over, leave-transfer has the added benefit of being

needy individuals. According to OPM, in the 1987 available to any employee who has a family

- experiment: emergency, whether anticipatable or not. This
contrasts with leave banks, which only benefit

those who have the foresight to join them ahead of
time.
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On the other hand, there are two concerns which Looking ahead, a more proactive response could

make it less clear to us that leave-transfer is the involve development of some type of short-term
best way to provide this protection. First, for disability insurance benefit which the Government

employees who may need additional leave in a would contract for (in order to secure group rates),

time of personal or family difficulty, leave-transfer but which the employees would pay for all the

offers no reliability--while their fellow employees costs of the insurance. This might supplement

would probably offer leave to them, they have no existing leave-sharing programs, since disability

guarantee that this will happen. Thus, leave- insurance covering an employee would probably

transfer is potentially conditional, or situational, in not protect against medical emergencies affecting

operation, other family members, and according to OPM,

roughly 17 percent of leave-transfer requests have

Our second concern centers around the appcopri- involved family members. Finally, if at some point

ateness of the funding mechanism for leave- competitive job market pressures dictate an em-

transfer. While the Federal Government is _ot ployer-funded benefit, the Government can always

unique in offering a leave-transfer program, it still act to provide whatever may be needed at that
seems unusual for the country's largest employer time.

to be offering a fringe benefit to some of its em-

ployees which is funded by other employees. We

wonder whether this approach to short-term

disability protection really represents the iraage

that the Federal Government wants to present to
current and prospective employees.

Given that agencies apparently did not share these

concerns (as none raised them in their question-

naire responses), we are hesitant to overentphasize
the concerns relative to the benefits which leave-

transfer is generating. Therefore, we believe a

balanced perspective on leave-transfer is appropri-
ate--as a minimum, as long as agencies and their

employees are happy, there need be no rush to

replace a "free" (albeit potentially unreliable)
benefit with one which would cost the Go cerement

money.
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What Are Cafeteria Benefit Plans: I

Cafeteria benefit plans (or as they are sometimes Employers like cafeteria plans because they pro h

called, flexible benefit plans) give employees the vide a means to control the cost of fringe benefits.

opportunity to have some say in what fringe Since the employers set the level of core benefits

benefits they receive through their jobs. More and the value of the credits which their employees

specifically, under a comprehensive cafeteria plan, will receive, the employers know up front what

employees choose from a "menu". of taxable and their fringe benefit costs will be.
nontaxable benefits those that best suit their

individual needs, preferences, or lifestyles. Employers also like cafeteria plans because the
plans can improve employee satisfaction, thus

Typically, some basic level of benefits is designated giving the company an edge in recruiting and
as the "core" benefit level (which all employees retaining valued employees. As one corporate
must have, such as minimum vacations, sick leave, executive put it, "The buzzwords of the '90s are

and pensions), while others are deemed optional. 'work and family-life considerations,' which

Employees receive credits (based on salary and translates into more and varied work and payment
tenure) which they use to purchase enhanced core options. If you don't offer the flexibility that

benefits (e.g., extended major medical coverage, ]people want], they'll go across town to a competi-
extra vacation time); use for optional benefits (e.g., tor who does. ''7_

day care, long-term disability insurance); or, in
some cases, convert into additional cash. From the employee's perspective, cafeteria plans are

generally desirable because they provide the

Cafeteria plans are becoming an increasingly chance to tailor one's benefits to one's personal or

common part of many employers' benefit pack- family needs. In the past, employers often struc-

ages----one recent survey indicated that 22 percent tured their benefit plans assuming the traditional

of all employers with 1,000 or more employees had family structure of working husband and home-

flexible benefit plans in 1988, with projections that maker wife. As a result, the needs of single parents,
this would increase to 33 percent by 1990. TMAs working women, two-earner couples, and others

explained below, the reasons for this are fairly whose needs don't match this traditional model

straightforward--costs and competition, often weren't being met.
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In some circumstances, however, emplo_,ees are OPM took no formal action at that time to initiate

less than enthusiastic about cafeteria benefit plans, legislation to amend title 5. Subsequently, however,

Specifically, when employers use cafeteria plans as OPM did initiate a study of how cafeteria plans.

a means to cut or curb fringe benefits, employees work in the private sector and in State govern-

may view the tradeoff between added flexibility ments, From this study, OPM may at some point be

and lower total benefits as a negative rather than in a better position to judge what type of cafeteria

positive factor, plan, if any, might be appropriate to recommend

for Federal employees.

Federal Initiatives to Implement a The Congressional Research Service also recently

.... Cafeteria Benefit Plan: - looked at the potential for cafeteria plans for
Federal employees, and drew a favorable conclu-

In the recent past, there was at least one occasion sion. It said "* * * these plans are regarded as

when OPM col'tsidered a cafeteria benefit-type important recruiting tools by large private employ-

program for Government employees. This. proposal ers. To remain a competitive employer, the Federal
did not get very far, however. Government may wish to consider whether its

benefit plans should be offered as part of a flexible

Specifically, OPM received an agency inqttiry in benefits arrangement. ''8_
1987 concerning whether the Federal Gowtrnmelrt

could establish a type of flexible spending account Independently from OPM, a task force organized by

knownas a "dependent care assistance program." the President's Council on Management Improve-

These programs are authorized by the IntErnal merit (the same group that initiated the flexiplace

Revenue Code. They provide a means thrc,ugh initiative) is currently reviewing Federal options

which employees can pay for certain kinds of regarding cafeteria benefit plans. According to the

expenses (e.g., child care) with pretax dollars proposal for that study, "It]he concept of 'choice' is

rather than after-tax dollars, thus transforraing the increasingly important to the changing Federal

expense item into a nontaxable fringe benefit, workforce, and to those who must manage that
workforce. Yet, that choice must be exercised consis-

OPM referred this inquiry to the Internal Revenue tent with broader lost control pressures? 2When

Service, which determined that nothing in _he tax issued, this task force's report will obviously affect if,
code prohibits the Federal Government fro m when, and how the Federal Government will offer a

having a dependent care assistance program for its cafeteria benefits plan for its employees.
employees. Thus, if OPM wanted to sponsor

legislation to provide such a program for Federal If Federal personnel directors were making the

employees, it need only amend 5 U.S,C., not the tax decision, they would be in favor of the Government

c°de._° offering a cafeteria plan, as table 10 illustrates:
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Table 10.

Number of agencies choosing the indicated response to: "To what extent do you believe that the
Government's ability to attract and retain a quality workforce would be enhanced if the Government

offered a cafeteria benefits plan to its employees (i.e., the opportunity to choose how the dollar value

of their fringe benefits are allocated among a range of fringe benefit options)?"

3 Toagreatextent 0 Tono extent
12 To a moderate extent 3 Don't know/Can't judge ,
3 To a minor extent

Note: One agency did not respond to this question.

Moreover, agencies would prefer quicker action Private sector firms also save money because

from OPM to accomplish this goal. When we asked they pay less matching FICA tax. Therefore,

agencies how they would assess the pace at which they, too, save money at the expense of tax

OPM has approached cafeteria benefit proposals/ revenues.

programs, of the 15 agencies which responded, 13

said OPM's pace was "Too slow." While the Board of Directors and stockhold-
ers of a company are likely to be pleased

when money is saved by any means, it is not

Policy Considerations of a Cafeteria so clear that taxpayers would be happy for

Benefit Plan for Federal Employees: the Federal Government to make "savings" in
this way. These issues must be carefully

In responding to the Board's questions about considered before OPM can consider recom-

cafeteria benefit plans, OPM shared some of its mending legislation to create cafeteria plans
concerns with us about this issue: in the Federal Government.

Unlike the private sector, we must take into While OPM's response actually addresses the tax

consideration the effect of cafeteria plans on and revenue implications of flexible spending

general tax revenues and on medicare tax accounts and dependent care assistance programs,

revenues (normally withheld from the rather than cafeteria plans as such, its concerns are

employee's pay as a part of the FICA with- nevertheless clearly stated and to the point. The

holding, but withheld as a distinct unit for crux of OPM's argument has far-reaching implica-

most employees covered by the Civil Service tions for the formation of Government personnel

Retirement System). Cafeteria plans are management policy.
defined by the Federal tax code, and their

distinguishing feature is that the employee's

share of benefit costs is paid by salary reduc-

tion, which allows payment in pre-tax dollars,

reducing both general and medicare tax

revenues. In other words, the employee's

savings in taxes results directly in a loss of

general revenue receipts and a loss of receipts

by the medicare trust fund.
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The issue at hand can be framed in several differ- In this regard, it may be interesting to note a
ent ways--is this a question of tax policy, for suggestion made by the Congressional Research

example, or of personnel policy, or perhaps of Service (CRS) in its analysis of possible cafeteria

equity? OPM has apparently approached it as a tax benefit plans fSr Federal employees. Specifically,

question first, which, given the Government's fiscal the CRS argued that, since adoption of a flexible

difficulties, is certainly understandable. ,ks a spending account would occur under tax laws

fiscally driven issue, it is not only reasonable but already on the books, the revenue losses resulting

prudent to avoid instituting benefit programs like from such an action should not be counted in

flexible spending accounts, since they would cost budget scorekeeping since they would not result

the Government tax revenue, from a change in Federal tax policy?

On the other hand, flexible spending accounts are Whatever conclusion policymakers come to on the

legal tax-saving tools, written directly info the flexible spending account issue, it is important to

Internal Revenue Code. They are potentially also recognize that the question of cafeteria benefit

available to any American taxpayer whose em- plans is much broader than flexible spending
ployer sets up a qualifying plan. accounts. It is quite possible for the Government to

have a cafeteria plan and not offer a flexible
Nonfederal employers make their decisions about spending account as a part of it, even though most
offering flexible spending accounts based on a cafeteria plans do offer these accounts. Accord-

variety of business judgments--will their computer ingly, the question of whether to offer flexible

system beable to handle the administrative as- spending accounts to Federal employees should

pects; is this something their employees want and not be allowed to overshadow the more important

need; would it enhance their ability to recruit and question of whether a cafeteria plan should be
retain the employees they want? The question here made available to Government workers.

is whether the Federal Government shordd apply

the same or different criteria. From our perspective, the work and family reasons

for the Government to offer a cafeteria benefi t plan
There is also a legitimate question of equity at issue to its employees are very persuasive. As discussed

here---should Federal employees have access to the in the next chapter, the existence of a cafeteria plan

same rights and benefits as nonfederal employees? could dissipate a whole range of potentially

There certainly are precedents where Federal nettlesome equity issues which arise because some

employees give up certain rights for the privilege employees want or need various work and family

of working for the Government (e.g., the right to benefit programs and others do not. In addition,

strike, or to engage in partisan political _:ctivities). the cost-containment aspects of these plans make

Should this same principle apply to employee them potentially attractive in times of fiscal re-

benefits which have income tax consequences (and straint. Therefore, unless further study uncovers
social security (FICA) tax consequences) as well? some major obstacle (e.g., a finding that the admin-

istrative or computer-related costs related to

installing such plans are exorbitant), we recom-

mend that OPM pursue whatever actions may be

appropriate (including legislation where required),

in order to implement a cafeteria benefit plan for

Federal employees.
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t Broad Philosophical Policy
and Trends:

As we scanned the horizon for likely areas of Although companies across the country are -

change in the work and family benefit arena, beginning to respond to the needs of working

several discrete (and sometimes apparently contra- parents with new policies on child care,

dictory) lines of approach became apparent. For flexible scheduling and parental leave, other

example, according to one panel of work and issues--sometimes called culture issues--are

family experts who were interviewed for a special rarely addressed in labor negotiations or

report on "The Future of Work & Family," it is included in benefit packages. Thorny ques-

unlikely that "* ** any radically new work and tions such as whether employees should, in a

family programs will be developed in the 21st crunch, be able to take their children with

century." Rather, in their view, "* * * changes will them to work challenge the way Americans

come in the way programs are packaged to meet structure their work environment and family

the needs of specific groups of workers.!' One life. And they demonstrate the difficulty of
panelist was quoted as saying, "The need isn't for reconciling the demands of the business

new programs, but for more employers to adopt world with the responsibilities of parent-
them."s? hood.ss

Others have seen whole new areas where benefit From our perspective, there appears to be no doubt

programs could (and perhaps should) expand: that competition between work and family life is a
reality for many Federal employees. However,

given its mission, role in society, and managerial
culture, to say nothing of fiscal constraints, there

are both philosophicaI and practical limits on what
the Government can do to ameliorate these em-

ployee concerns.
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One area where these limits become most notice- { [
able concerns the question of consistency and t Benefits for DUal-Income Couples: 1

uniformity in treatment of employees. According Among the work and family problems which the

to merit syste m principle number 2 (5 U.S.C. §2301 Government is having to face more frequently,

(b)(2)), "All employees and applicants for employ- those involving dual-income couples can be some

ment should receive fair and equitable treatment in of the more vexing ones. Consider what happens,

all aspects of personnel management * * * :' for example, when a dual-income family faces a

geographic relocation because of a job change for
Traditionally, Federal managers have trar, slated one of the couple members (who is a Federal

this injunction into policies which attempt to employee).
ensure that all employees are treated equ_dly; that

is, treated the same. As pointed out in an article in Under existing civil service laws, there are nepo-

the Harvard Business Review, this approach may tism restrictions on the employment of relatives

no longer be most appropriate: . which must be considered in job placements where

both spouses are Federal employees. More gener-

Perhaps the thorniest issue facing businesses ally, merit hiring barriers prevent the Government

and managers is that of equity. Most manag- from offering any preferential treatment in hiring

ers have been trained to treat employees the employee's nonfederally employed trailing

identically and not to adjudicate the compara- spouse. Thus, the Government is generally at a

tive merits of different requests for fie:dbility, disadvantage compared with other employers

But what equity often means in practice is when it wishes to have one person of a dual-

treating everyone as though they had wives at income couple move, since it is limited in what it

home. On the other hand, it is difficult to set can offer to help the other employed spouse.
up guidelines for personalized respon*;es,

since equity is a touchstone of labor relations An interesting remedy for at least part of this

and human resource management. Judging problem has recently been introduced at the
requests individually, on the basis of business Department of Defense:
and personal need, is not likely to leac. to

identical outcomes. _s Military spouses who are currently employed
as civilians by the Department of Defense are

As the range of work and family benefit programs entitled to a special "spouse preference" if

expands, this dilemma for Federal managers is they have to move to a different base. A new

likely to expand as well, since there are no work provision in the Department of Defense

and family programs which individually fit all Authorization Act entitles them to preference
employee needs. On the other hand, if the Govern- on vacancies'recruited through open competi-

ment were to adopt a cafeteria benefits plan, it tion at grades GS-2 through GS- or GM-15 or

would certainly help this problem. Moreover, other equivalent wage system position. Military

changes that are already occurring could also have spouses are entitled to fill a vacancy at their

a positive effect on this question--localfiy pay, for new duty stations at an equivalent grade to

example, sets an important precedent demonstrat- their old position, if they are as highly quail-
ing that "fair and equitable" doesn't have to mean fled as the lowest rated ranking referred
"identical." candidateY

Another emerging issue concerning duaMncome

couples concerns the definition of what is a

"couple." According to one research report:
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* * * on average, 25 percent of companies' · Extra leave for employees to be able to attend

transferees are single. With the rising inci- activities relating to a child's schooling; and

dence of couples living together prior to

getting married, more companies are encoun- · Health and wellness programs.

tering requests from transferees to provide

these partners with the relocation assistance One of these programs (health and wellness) is

typically given to a spouse---temporary already operational, to at least some degree, in all

living, inclusion in house-hunting, travel to Federal agencies. Another (paid sick leave for

the new location, etc. * * * A [further] problem adoption-related business) is temporarily permit-

in this area is the definition of a partner. How ted under a legislatively-directed mandate. Others,

significant does the other have to be to be however, are unlikely to make it on the Govern-

considered a partner? Is the length of time the ment benefits roster any time soon (e.g., night

relationship has existed a factor in defining care). On the other hand, at least three of the above

partners?8 concepts (reimbursement of adoption expenses,
paid time-off to attend school activifies, and long-

Given the sensitivity of such issues, it is unlikely term care insurance) have been the subject of recent

that any employer's response would be universally bills introduced into Congress. s9Whether any of

accepted. For the Government, the task is all the these bills will make it into law, of course, remains
more difficult. Thus, even under the best of circum- to be seen.

stances, the Government can expect to have its

assumptions and flexibility put to the test as new As may be evident from the above, the "bottom

benefit programs arise and societal values continue line" as regards work and family programs is that
to evolve, change is inevitable.New benefits emerge,while

others evolve. Some make it into law (or regula-

tion), while others may never make it past the

Other Emerging Benefits: ] proposal stage.

While it would be impossible to catalogue all the For Federal managers, personnel officials, and

latest trends and variations in work and family policymakers, the challenge remains the same:

benefits (and it would instantly be out of date), we monitor emerging trends; identify those appropri-
have attempted to list at least some of the more ate for Government settings; assess their cost-

interesting ones below (some limited aspects of a benefit and operational aspects; evaluate the

few of these benefits have been mentioned earlier): impact of responding to or ignoring the idea,
including the desirability of being a leader or

· Night care for children of parents with followe/' in relation to the private sector; where

evening or shift work; appropriate, initiate legislation, regulat!on, or
whatever is necessary to implement; evaluate the

· Help in securing new jobs for spouses of results on an ongoing basis; and begin the process

relocatingemployees; all over again!

· Long-term care insurance for disabled or In the absence of such a process, the Government
elderly people, covering custodial care in could become uncompetitive in recruiting, retain-

nursing homes and similar needs; lng, and motivating its most valuable resource--

the Federal employee and thus handicapped in

· Adoption assistance, including paid timeLoff carrying out its mission.
and reimbursement of adoption expenses;
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OPM's Objectives:

Tile Director ot OPM signaled tile agency's reten-

tions ill the work and tamily arena v, ith the follow-

lng statement in a 1988 pamphlet discussing

Federal dependent care policy:

"Thc LIS. Opwv of Pel'_ouncl Mmulgement /irt- · "To oul employees, we owe fie._ibility and a

i,itiated a numbcr Ot'tvoSuv,_, to a_t'st /cdeud new undcr, tamh'n,_,_of thc dema;ids ut thcil

it,_ukcr> ttqlo ta(:c that dutJJcu\rt'/to I_ala,ce wotk personal l/uts. W2' makc curry e_iolt to adapt

Itlld tallli/]/ /itt'/. Sepc//?/ COIlbiJ['Fttt/OilS /hli;e ?t,ol'kjlh?cc Celld/tilUlq to t/love Ih'iU delllalltlq.

_,uddedotu aptu'mmv/I,nYh'cting oblt,%,atiun>tu oul'

,_rOUi'FUIIIt'IIt Itlis>ltlll, It) OIIF l'lll/)JllJ/t'Us /?lid/hi'ir · "To sOl lety, iL't' oil'c j_llbJic >I_/I/h!d le&,al'd

h?nlil/cs, t?lld le Itu' soon'Iai Jiualth ill _'i'IICI'OI: rOI' I/lc tTititnl pi'il/c/il/es alld iu ditutions at
shtkc /Il t/leSt Ilezu £il)l£Vl'll_ q. _v_£/(IllI?U DlIF

· 'Ti) _OUL'I IDIIUIIf, /IS t'llll_Jl_)lt'l' alld I't'/II't'St'll lit/i/IllS /U this al'ca alii;c I, illid a!'c a/htFtl'd

tatw_' ut Ibc j_ub/it, it't' OiL'L't'LOIlOllll/, Ily, .euu' ot the tllOSts/_tll(tlCilllt pa/lies and

ctflde,cy, ami miudfuhws> of Ill/bsillll. As p/dirt' ._elleratill(d illstittitioll_ (It OIIF _qO{'i

tJ!ezld/llsl h) /leit, Cll'ClllllhtllllLeS, l/'L' Ill/ tO do i'll/ the fi?llliJ]l tOl'ClllaSt[?llll)llb t/iL'Ill. The

.e without ii1ciil'l ill_ hisql cosh,, illht ?vd/lout COlll/llltlltI health of Ihosc ullllleb alii/

lilltJlu iiIJllill_, tilt'/;tilt)tN' of tilL' Ol'_lllliZa- illMittltioIIS i> es_eutinl to iT ti'de deceit/,
_lOII. At' thc slIIll(' tillll?, _L'L'I't'llJ/zt' tllnP delllOCratit _oc/lltj/. ''_'_'

Uml/lJol/edlllOl'liJciii/i/illadllctJuJtl/, i?lld >o

_?_eHlj! ett_'_ti?tilts% iil'jleHlJ i,l'l'u lllllch ii)l

Olll haudl/.),' ({t thy neTv(ondJtions.
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OPM has since attempted to follow up these Many of the new initiatives described above have

intentions with practical actions. For example, in a their antecedents in earlier OPM programs. In our
recent letter to the Chairman of the Merit Systems view, OPM deserves credit for re'cognizing the

Protection Board, the Director of OPM summa- potential of preexisting programs to serve newer

rized recent OPM initiatives in the work and family needs, through creative repackaging, redirection,

area, as follows: or remerchandising efforts, as well as its continu-

ing efforts to create new solutions.

Balancing Work and Family Obligations= In

Juneof1988OPMissuedbothamemoran- ]

dum for heads of agencies and an FPM Assessment of oPg's Leadership: 1
Bulletin to promote sensitivity to the depen-

dent care responsibilities of employees and to Since OPM's "customers" are in the best position tomeasure the success of its efforts, we asked the
urge that existing flexibilities in the peJ'sonnel

management system be used to suppo_:t directors of personnel of the 22 largest Government

employees in dealing with such respor, sibili- agencies for their opinions about OPM's leadership
ties. In separate issuances OPM noted ::he in work and family programs. Specifically, our

advantages of part-time employment and job- question said:

sharing arrangements. OPM also promul- We are trying to specifically gauge OPM's
gated regulations to establish voluntary leave recent leadership in devising and promoting
transfer and leave bank programs to enable

Federal employees better to handle mc dical quality of worklife programs. Please provideyour overall assessment of OPM's actions on

emergencies involving themselves or their quality of worklife initiatives, according to
families. In October [1988] OPM distributed

the following criteria: attunement to customer

to Federal agencies copies of its report to the (agency) needs; comprehensiveness of ap-

President entitled 'Helping Federal Employ- proach; effectiveness of solutions; timeliness
ees Balance Work and Family Life: Dependent of execution; and advocacy for program's
Care Policy in the Federal Governmem.' success.

OPM sponsored an interagency semin;tr on The response categories for each of these questions
elder care programs in June, and a Govern- were on a 5-point scale (e.g., "Very timely," "Some-

ment-wide conference on the dependent care what timely," "Neither timely nor untimely,"
challenge in October [1988]. The confe:,:ence "Somewhat untimely," and "Very untimely"), plus
featured participation by the Director of OPM "Don't know/Can't judge." (Note: in our analysis

and the Secretary of the Department of Labor, below, we do not comment on, or report, those

along with national authorities on child and answers falling into the middle categories, such as

elder care programs. OPM and the National "Neither timely nor untimely," or those in the
Council on Aging have been planning the first "Don't know/Can't judge" category.) Highlights of

national teleconference to address responses the responses included the following:
in the work place to elder care problems.
Also, in alliance with the President's Commis-

sion on Management Improvement, OPM

initiated a project in May 1989 to explore the

feasibility and utility of providing opF, ortuni-

ties for home-based employment arrange-
meats. 9_
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· Agencies gave their most positive assess- · Agency perceptions about OPM's advocacy

ments regarding "Attunement to customer for the success of work and family programs
(agency) needs," with 16 agencies saying also evidence some dissatisfaction. While one

OPM was "Somewhat responsive" and one agency said "Very forceful" and eight said

saying "Very responsive." Only three agen- "Somewhat forceful," five agencies character-

cies said OPM was "Somewhat unrespon- ized OPM's approach as "Somewhat weak.'_
sive." OPM has tried in recent years to be Since OPM is the Government's lead agency

more sensitive to its customers, and appar- for human resource management issues, it is

ently these efforts are bearing fruit, important that it be viewed as an effective

advocate. After all, if OPM doesn't push for _

· Similarly, 13 agencies felt that OPM's solu- superior programs, who will? One agency

tions to problems were "Somewhat effective," noted that "The most significant support for
although again 3 agencies said "Somewhat child care came not from OPM, but from

ineffective." Given the natural linkage be- GSA's ruling that allowed Federal agencies to

tween listening to one's customers and use Federal space for day-care centers," while

proposing solutions which meet their needs, another said "We suggest that OPM take the

these answers are consistent with the first set. lead in obtaining more flexible employee
benefits * * *." On the other hand, at least on

· Regarding "Comprehensiveness of ap- the flexiplace program, agencies were gener-
proach," while 10 agencies said."Somewhat ally enthusiastic. One-commented that

comprehensive," 3 said "Somewhat limited" "Overall OPM has done a superior job

and one said "Very limited." These responses managing this program and is to be corn-
suggest that at least a few agencies perceive mended for its efforts."

that OPM sometimes lacks a strategic vision.

One agency said in its comments, "OPM · Finally, "Timeliness of execution" was the

tends to react rather than exercise initiative." area where agencies had the most problems

Hopefully, OPM's recent publication of a with OPM leadership. While one agency said

strategic plan wilI further improve OPM's "Very timely" and nine said "Somewhat

performance in this area. timely," nine agencies rated OPM's actions as

"Somewhat untimely." Since the best pro-

grams in the world may be useless if they get

there too late, OPM needs to improve its

ability to respond on a timely basis. In reflect-

ing on why OPM has problems with timeli-

ness, one agency commented that "The

political arena, within which we all work,

causes OPM numerous problems in getting

programs in place. Special projects and task

forces appear to draw OPM staff away from
their program hreas. The level of reassign-
ments also increases the time it takes OPM to

accomplish many programs."
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In response to our request for a self-asse_sment, OPM needs to more firmly establish itself as a
OPM chose not to pick from among the multiple leader of the civil service system. Hallmarks

choices offered on these same questions, but rather of that leadership should include: * * *

provided the Board with a narrative response,

parts of which are excerpted below: Building upon the framework laid in the
report titled 'Civil Service 2000.' OPM corn-

In gauging OPM leadership in this area, it is missioned this study only after receiving a
critical to define OPM's role properly As congressionally imposed requirement. The

explained previously, our role is essentially to report examines the future of the civil service

make Government-wide policy and provide system and provides broad recommendations

guidance and assistance to agencies so that to address some of the challenges ahead.

'_ agencies and even individual managers may While the report and the dialogue it gener-__-

operate with maximum flexibility to _dminis- ated provide a view of what could be_ OPM

ter personnel programs appropriate for their should build upon this effort by a clear
own work force and mission, with appropri- articulation of what the civil service should be

ate employee input through their recognized 10 years and 20 years from now and by

employee organizations. One size does not fit gaining consensus and support for that

all--not all agencies, or even all installations, vision? 2

much less all employees. This kind of role is .

especially appropriate in the programs Using the above criterion as a touchstone, the

discussed in this questionnaire---programs Board finds'some areas where OPM's leadership
which are aimed at accommodating _mploy- has been noteworthy, as well as others where it has

ees' personal situations, and in which compli- been muted. For example, OPM's recent role in the

ance with merit system rules and regulations evolution of fiexiplace illustrates proactive leader-

is not much of an issue. Nearly ali of OPM's ship. Notwithstanding a slow start to the pilot

actions, and the answers to nearly all of study, OPM has been efficiently and effectively

MSPB's questions, are strongly affected by working with other parts of the executive branch,

this role definition. ** * trying to build momentum for this project.

We think that, faced with hard choices in the Another good example of OPM leadership oc-

allocation of resources to competing de- curred during the development and implementa-

mands, we have assigned appropriate priority tion of alternative work schedules in the Federal

to our activities in improving the quality of Government. As mentioned earlier, Government

work life and have received a good return on use of this work and family benefit still exceeds
our investment of resources. Of course, we that of other employers. OPM's efforts in this

recognize that one can always do more. regard were even recognized recently in congres-
sional debate. Specifically, when the "Women's

We do not disagree with OPM's definition of its Equal Opportunity Act of 1991" was introduced in
role but note that MSPB offered some elaboration the Senate, its sponsor said:

on methods for fulfilling that role in a 1989 MSPB

report on OPM's significant actions. In that report,
and based on our assessment of OPM's activities

prior to 1989, we said:
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This subtitle provides that it is the sense of In the area of part-time employment, OPM has

the Congress that OPM has made commend- made a number of efforts to promulgate the intent
able efforts with respect to the development, of the law, but we believe this is another area in

use, and expansion of alternative work which additional efforts would be justified and,

schedule programs and that such efforts ultimately, beneficial to Government. While part-
should be continued to help Federal employ- time can simply be a designation for work sched-

ees, as well as to serve as a model for State ules consisting of less than 40 hours per week, it

and local governments and private sector can also be an aggressive strategy for attracting

employersY people for hard to filljobs,or a tool for reaching
potential employees whose life circumstances

In contrast to the above examples, OPM's role in might otherwise keep them from taking Federal
the child care area has been slow to evolve, as it jobs.
wd_'not until mid-1988 that OPM began actively

communicating with agencies about child care The kind of ongoing, proactive leadership that we

needs. Moreover, OPM's child care agenda still are suggesting here is not a product of staff level

lacks broad impact, as OPM continues to take a effort in OPM (although not a replacement for it

back seat to GSA in this area. either), nor should it imply a negative assessment

of the work which OPM staff people have already

In congressional testimony given in March I989, made in support of these programs. Rather, it

Robert Tobias, President of the National Treasury bespeaks a recognition that leadership comes from

Employees Union, said that "Certainly, we don't the top. The creative involvement of OPM's top

object to working with OPM, but I believe that. managers and its Director have the potential to
GSA is the key partner in this [child care] process, catapult work and family issues to another level.
because GSA has the space and unless GSA is in

the room where bargains are being made, it's very While not a work and family program issue,

difficult to deal through OPM to GSA. ''94 OPM's role in securing pay reform legislation in

1990 provides something of a model. OPM's

There is no question that the 5 to 20 percent tuition persistent, reasoned support for that effort, spear-

savings which GSA's invol'_ement helps child care headed personally by the Director, produced
centers in Federal buildings to offer is important, results few thought possible. While most work and

However, we think that a more active role by OPM family programs will not be as politically sensitive

could easily transform the child care discussion as that initiative, nor require as much direct, high-

&om one focusing on the mechanics of space level effort, the model is clearly there to be adapted

procurement, to one focusing on improved Federal and followed, as appropriate.
mission accomplishment through proactive work
and family policies.
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Should the Government Be a Model

Employer in Its Employment Practices:

As we studied the work and family programs The Americans with Disabilities Act was

discussed in previous chapters, a broader question passed last July. It will affect the way in

emerged in our research. That was, to what extent which virtually every employer considers

should the Federal Government intentionally seek issues connected with the employment of the

to be a role model for other employers in designing handicapped, with regulations similar to

and executing its work and family programs? those that previously applied only at the

federal level. * * * The history of the federal

In earlier parts of this century, the Government did government over the last 10 years in dealing

assume a leadership role in several areas of person- with its own handicapped employees--under

nel management (e.g., equal pay for equal work, nearly identical legal requirements as those
and annual and sick leave provisions). More set by the Americans With Disabilities Act--

recently, the Federal civil service was at the leading provides private business with a ready model

edge of implementing alternative work schedules, for defining their obligations and assessing

the risk of litigation. With this knowledge,

Governmental.leadership (through programs employers won't be groping in the dark to

affecting Federal employees) has also advanced comply with the new law3 5
emerging public policy objectives, as the following

quote concerning opportunities for employment of This type of effect could also reoccur in the future.

disabled persons illustrates: For example, Government support for flexiplace

might foster other work-at-home initiatives, thus

encouraging energy conservation and also cutting

pollution and traffic congestion.
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 ore enera,,y,theFederalCovern enta [ 1special status as both the Nation's largest employer Federal Agency and OPM Perspectives:
and the embodiment of the Nation's values. And From the point of view of agency personnel direc-
because of this status, many people (including tors, most believe the Government should have an

some top Government officials), believe that it is influence on the employment practices of other

both natural and appropriate that the Government employers. In response to the question, "To what

provide leadership in employment matters. For extent do you believe that the Government has a

example, the legislative history for the Federal leadership role in setting an example through its

Employees Part-Time Career Act of 1978 quoted employment practices that other employers might

one Senator as saying: be drawn to follow?," 17 agencies replied "To a

moderate extent" or "To a great extent," while only
The Federal Government is the Nation's 1 said "To no extent." (Four said "Don't know/

largest employer, but certainly not the most Can't judge.")
innovating one. The enactment of [this part-

time] legislation would authorize the Federal Of course, it's easy for agencies to project such a
Government to undertake some very signifi- role in the abstract, but more difficult to accom-

cant initiatives to enhance its position as a plish in the real world, particularly when leader-

model employer--one which public and ship may cost time and money, or result in vulner-

private employers could look to for leaJer- ability to criticism. In order to gain further insight

ship 76 into agency thinking, we defined one type of

leadership (equating it with the Government
In a more recent example, President Bush told the having benefit programs which "exemplify excel-

heads of executive departments and agencies that, lence in human resource management practices"),

"The Federal Government has always been a model and asked agencies two follow-up questions:
for other employers in the protections and. benefits

provided for those [civilians] who serve [in the [] "To what extent should the Government's

military reserves], and I am committed to ensuring benefit programs be designed to exemplify
that we continue to set an example for the Nation excellence in human resource management

in this regard.'97 practices, given that such practicesmay have

initial costs which exceed their initial tangible
There are also reasons which argue against the benefits?" and

Government taking a leadership role in en_ploy-

ment matters. For example, some would say that · "To what extent have these Federal benefit

the most appropriate model for the Federal civil programs exemplified excellence in human

service is that it should follozo whatever plivate resource management practices?"
sector employment practices are most common and

uncontroversial, seeking to avoid setting any A compilation of the responses agencies gave us on

precedents itself. Similarly, while providing these questions is graphically displayed in figure 6:
leadership in employment practices may be a fine

concept in theory, if the cost benefit ratio cannot be

vividly demonstrated, it is by no means assured

that American taxpayers would consider this the
best use of their tax dollars.
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Figure 6.

Agency Responses to MSPB Questions Concerning Whether Government Benefit

Programs Should and Do Exemplify Excellence in Human Resource Management Practices

Government Benefit Programs

Should Exemplify Have Exemplified
Excellence Excellence

g==3 1Z2223
[2223 E23
E23 CZ]

Response

Toa GreatExtent None

Toa ModerateExtent [
9

Toa MinorExtent 2 [

1

1

ToNoExtentI1 2 E

Don't Know/Can't Judge 2 L

Number of Agencies

Choosing the Indicated Response

As the above figure illustrates, there is a dichotomy practices. In their narrative responses, several

between what many agencies think the Federal agencies indicated that they thought the Govern-

Government should be doing, versus what it has ment should make more of an effort to fulfill a

done, to exemplify excellence in its personnel leadership role, including the following:
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"Government should be an agent of enlightened Establishing the Government as a Model
change." [ Work and Family-Friendly Employer:

Department of Educatioa
If we take OPM's description cited above as the

"Inasmuch as the Federal Government pa_ses and benchmark of what Governmental leadership in

executes legislation on social issues, e.g., equal this area should be, the next obvious questions to

opportunity, hiring the handicapped, child labor answer are, "When and how should the Govern-
laws, etc., the Federal Government must ,,et an ment accomplish these?" Clearly, some areas are

example in the areas in which it legislates: it must more appropriate for Federal leadership than

set an example for others to follow in thes.,'areas." others.
Department of Justice

For example, consider the policy decision inherent

in the Federal Employees Pay Comparability Act of

Not all agency opinions were unhesitatingly 1990. That act sets out to achieve effective compa-

positive, however, as this comment from the rability between Federal civilian and private sector

Department of Commerce illustrates: white-collar pay, but does not set as a goal to ever
pay more than the private sector. It is therefore

The idea of Federal Government as a _eader in apparent that the Federal Government does not

employment practices is antiquated--left over (and perhaps should not) seek to be a trend setter

from the New Deal and World War II. Today, when it comes to establishing salary ranges. On the

Government is viewed as one among many other hand, it may well be that work and family

service industries. There is a national pre- · policies are an area ripe for Federal leadership.

occupation with governmental fiscal lestraint

which militates against such a leadership role. With a supportive management structure, for
example, many of the work and family programs

On balance, perhaps OPM's analysis best bridged which involve relatively little direct cost (AWS

the gap between the conflicting pressures which programs, part-fime, flexiplace, cafeteria benefits)
the above comments surface: could be made more widely available to employees

and applicants. Such an action could give the

Although it is not our primary focus, setting Government a competitive edge in recruiting,

an example for non-Federal employers can, of retaining, and motivating quality employees,

course, be a valuable contribution by OPM, as making the Government into more of an "employer

long as doing so neither detracts from meet- of choice."

ing the needs of Federal agencies as employ-
ers nor results in inappropriate use of scarce Where competitive pressures from other employers

Federal resources. Accordingly, OPM is require it, or just as importantly, where public

committed to setting an example within the policy considerations justify it, the Government

context of its overall Governmental responsi- could also implement work and family programs
bilifies, with largerup-front costs (likesubsidized day care

or flexible spending accounts). In measuring the

costs and benefits of such programs, it would be

incumbent on OPM and agency managers (to say

nothing of policymakers and legislators) to con-

sider the longer term benefits of taking action, as
well as all the costs of inaction.
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This is important, since many of the costs and Agencies need to assess the needs of their employ-

benefits of these issues are indirect, or not immedi- ees on a local basis, and with maximum delegated

ately apparent to the casual observer, and thus flexibility from OPM and higher echelon manage-

difficult to measure. The expenses of recruiting and ment, provide programs which will meet the work

training replacements, for exampIe, or the lost and family needs of employees at each post of

productivity while positions are vacant, are real duty, within available resources. While priorities

but often hidden. Similarly, an inability to attract must be set at the lowest possible level, manage-

top candidates because the Government is not ment support must come from the highest levels.

viewed as a progressive employer can also be a

major cost. Second, given the Government's tarnished image
as an employer, the risks of inaction seem higher

Just as costs can be hidden, so can benefits. Con- than those of action at this time. Therefore, the

sider the following quote from the book "In Search Board encourages OPM and agencies to take some

of Excellence": risks, looking for creative and cost effective ways

to position the Government as a work- and family-
We often argue that the excellent companies friendly employer.

are the way they are because they are orga-

nized to obtain extraordinary effort from The nature of these risks might be to aggressively

ordinary human beings. It is hard to imagine experiment with work and family programs in a

that billion-dollar companies are populated proactive way, before all the evidence may be in to

with people much different from the norm for conclusively prove their desirability. Perhaps the

the population as a whole. _" criteria for starting a new program which appears

to meet an employee need might be a perceived

Thus, if Government efforts to establish and project lack of significant additional cost, rather than a

a model work and family employer image succeed demonstrated savings or productivity enhance-
in even some small way, we should certainly not ment.

dismiss the possibility that the amount of "extraor-

dinary effort from ordinary human beings" which Without such a strategy, the Government may be at

the Government's 2-million plus civilian employees an unacceptable disadvantage in the emerging job

achieve would increase. Given this possibility, we market of the year 2000. Therefore, the Board

believe such an approach has merit, believes the time to act is now, and recommends
that OPM and agencies work together to strategi-

Having said this, however, two additional things cany position the Federal civil service as a model

also need to be said. First, we would stress that this work and family employer.

conclusion is applicable in a targeted way, not as a

general prescription. While it may be very desir-
able for the Federal Government to lead in some

work and family programs, this does not mean that
it should or must do this in all benefit programs, in
all locations, all the time.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

In previous chapters, a number of the choices and [ Joptions which make up the universe of work and RECOMMENDATION:

family benefits were reviewed. While insights

about these individual programs were drawn, and >> OPM needs to build on its successes in the
area of work and family benefits and exertin some cases, recommendations for program-

specific changes made, it is also important not to renewed leadership on those work and family

lose sight of the broader picture. As we view that issues on which the Government may be at a

broader picture, a number of overarching themes competitive disadvantage in the marketplace.

and conclusions emerge, which in turn lead to Potential areas of emphasis (some of which
some broad-scope recommendations, were mentioned earlier) include:

To begin with, work and family benefits are not a · Developing a broader and deeper spec-
trum of child care benefit programs fromnew phenomenon in the Federal civil service. The

Government has a long tradition of providing which agencies might choose to offer
benefits to their employees on an "ascertain kinds of family-friendly benefits, including

some which are not typically available in the needed" basis;

private sector (e.g., enhanced job security). It may
even have been a leader in certain benefit areas · Encouraging agencies to examine whether

which other employers have since come to adopt their mission accomplishments would be
enhanced if they further subsidized the

(e.g., leave for maternity purposes), operating expenses of onsite child care

However, the Government can not rest on its centers, and where this is found to be so,

laurels, as its past successes are insufficient to facilitating whatever actions may be

make it an employer of choice in today's (and needed to more formally accredit such
tomorrow's) job markets. In addition, even if it has agency subsidies (e.g., initiating demon-

state-of-the-art programs available, if the Govern- stration projects, securing precedent
ment fails to properly communicate to current and rulings from GAO, proposing legislation);

prospective employees about the existence of these

programs (e.g., as has happened with alternative · Expanding Federal sick leave regulations to
work schedules), their effectiveness is lessened, permit at least some usage of sick leave by

employees who are caring for sick or

elderly dependents;
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· Developing programs which would · Taking greater initiative to encourage

expand part-time job opportunities across agencies to make the most beneficial use of

the Government, and working with other the work and family benefit programs

Federal agencies to communicate the which are available, including the possible

availability of such jobs to targeted pools of use of internal marketing plans or other

job candidates (e.g., mothers with school- program management tools, to ensure that

age children, and retired people who have work and family benefits are considered on
skills needed for hard-to-fill jobs); their merits.

/

· Determining what barriers have inhibited {RECOMMENDATION:
agency and employee participation in the

L

test of flexiplace, and working with agen- _ Strong consideration should be given to the
cies to reduce these barriers, in addition, adoption of a cafeteria benefits approach

incorporating a focus in the pilot program within the Government. Although a flexible

which would evaluate the implications of spending account option would be preferable

working at satellite offices (rather '..han at in a Federal cafeteria benefits approach, it need
home); not be seen as a necessary condition to imple-

mentation of that cafeteria approach.

· initiating action to develop and provide

short-term disability insurance at group Two of the key watch words for work and family

rates to Federal employees who might benefits in the future are going to be equity and

want this insurance and are willing to pay flexibility. This is because individual work and

the full cost of the coverage; family programs have limited applicability--any
one or several of the approaches discussed in this

· Highlighting information about work and report may be a part of the solution for any given

family benefits in Governmentwk[e recruit- employee; none, however, constitutes a miracle

ment literature, and encouraging _gencies drug filling all needs for all employees. Clearly, as

to better market to current and plospective OPM put it, "One size does not fit all--not all

employees the work and family programs agencies, or even all installations, much less all

which the agencies offer; employees."

· Monitoring emerging trends in the area of Thus, different employees will avail themselves of

work and family benefit programs, in order different kinds and levels of work and family

to proactively provide (or assist agencies in benefits. Assuming these benefits have some

providing) those benefits which are useful economic value, this creates a potential inequity

in becoming a competitive employer and among those employees who use the benefits and

which foster increased efficiency and those who don't. It also creates a need for flexibility

effectiveness in the Federal workforce; and on the part of the Government, because a rigid

benefits schedule necessitates giving benefits to

some employees who do not want or need them,

while not meeting the needs of some other employ-
ees.
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,ECOM E OAT ON: ] I,ECO  END TION:
_ Individual Federal departments and agencies _ As OPM and individual Federal agencies

need to engage in more active needs assess- engage in training and development activities

merits among their respective employees in for Federal managers, efforts should be made

order to make informed decisions about the to specifically expand the managers' knowl-

work and family benefits that can and should edge and understanding of the alternatives

be offered, availablein the way of work and family

programs. Emphasis should be placed on the
Following on the previous recommendation, a part utility of these programs as a potential method

of the flexibility which is needed must come in the of increasing workforce efficiency and effec-
way work and family benefits are made available tiveness.

and managed within the Government. Specifically,

delegation and decentralization are critical to this Active management involvement and support are

process, since the appropriateness of work and also critical to success--without these, old ways of

family benefit programs at a given post of duty can tlYmking will inhibit both employees and manage-

best be determined by officials knowledgeable ment from realizing the benefits from work and

about local circumstances. Thus, agencies must family programs. Most work and family benefits

delegate the authority and responsibility for require the employee to initiate a request in order

managing these programs to the lowest appropri- to participate in the benefit. Since traditional

ate organizational level, business values (including the Government's)

taught employees that their careers would be hurt

Also, needs assessments are integral to a sound if "personal" issues interfered with their jobs,

benefits program--local offices must assess the employees may be reticent to avail themselves of
requirements of their employees before informed these benefits.
decisions can be made about what benefits can and

· should be offered. The programs actually offered To overcome this attitude, management must go

may have been developed locally or at higher beyond ensuring that work environments are not

echelons, but the decision about what is optimally hostile to work and family concerns, but rather

needed can only be made locally, after appropriate must create environments which are proactively

input from employees and their representatives, supportive. Otherwise, work and family benefit

programs will not achieve their desired results--

losing the potential benefits to both employees and
the Government.

Changing management value systems is not going

to be an easy task, as it can be a big leap for old-

school managers to embrace a new work ethic. This

was well illustrated in a recent article that pre-
sented the views of a chief executive of a consult-

ing firm as he spoke about the next 20 years:
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* * * a 'normal career' will be replaced by As OPM suggested, this goal is only appropriate

'multiple paths that people will take trying to when it complements the Government's primary

be good workers and good parents.' Compa- duty; that is, to accomplish its mission in a fiscally

nies will operate like ski resorts [according to responsible way. However, since these are not

the executive], with multiple starting points, mutually exclusive objectives, the possibility of the

paths, and ending points at the bottom of the Government seeing this as a proper role for itself

mountain. 'Even the idea of stopping half way should be encouraged.

down the mountain for lunch seems appli-
cable to a career.'99 Finally, given factors such as changing demograph-

ics, competition in the job market, and the hidden

Managers who can't adapt to this new cult-are are costs of both excessive turnover and lowered

apt to find themselves losing the workers they productivity by those who are at work but not

have, while being unable to recruit suitable replace- working (because of work and family worries), it is

ments. Moreover, managers who judge the needs important to note that there is a real cost to not

of their employees based on their own "Ozzie and responding to work and family needs. OPM has an

Harriet" experiences may be setting themselves up important role to play in this process, but ulti-
for failure, mately it is the Federal agencieswhose mission

[RECOMMENDATION: } acco_nplishment is at stake who must respond.
Many of the responses needed are already avail-

)) In framing the debate over the future of work able, waiting to be employed by agencies. Some are
and family benefits, strong consideration unused, while others are underused. Virtually all

should be given to the adoption of a ";Federal are not well marketed. Moreover, many can be

Government as a Model Employer" orienta- implemented at little or no direct cost. Where there

tion. This would be in keeping with the goals is a cost, that cost must be evaluated against the

and objectives of a merit-based personnel true cost of not acting, rather than looked at in

system and consistent with the statutory merit isolation.

system principles.

Fortunately, it's not too late to respond to the

The Government has an important leadership needs of both prospective and current employees,

oppm:tunity in work and family benefits--while providing them with appropriate work and family

there are many practical reasons why an employer benefit options. The Government needs to do this if

might want to improve its benefits package (e.g., to it wants to compete in the job marketplace for

attract and retain a qualified workforce), :.here can qualified employees. As a matter of policy, the
also be philosophical reasons. For the Fed era/ Board also believes the Government should want

Government, we believe one such reason should be to do this; wherever it can be accomplished in a

that the civil service has a responsibility to try to be fiscally responsible manner.
a model employer, offering state-of-the-act human

resource programs in order to create a humane

working environment.
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APPENDIX 1 {

Text of Letter from OPM's Director, providing comments to MSPB on a draft of this report:

_j_ 'UNITED STATES

OFFICE OF PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT

WASHINOTON,/D.C. 20415

OFFiCEOFTi{EDiRECTOR September 25, 1991

Ms. Evangeline W. Swift

Director, Policy and Evaluations
U.S. Merit Systems Protection Board

1120 Vermont Avenue, N.W.
Washington, DC 20419

Dear Ms. Swift:

We appreciate the opportunity to comment on your draft_report
titled "Balancing Work Responsibilities and Family Needs:
The Federal Civil Service Response." Overall we found the

L report to be an interesting and informative contribution to
our understanding of this important area of human resources

management in today's environment.

At the staff level we have been in touch regarding a number

of concerns'and technical questions about your analysis, and
we understand those problems are being resolved.

We share your interest in work and family issues, and we are

pursuing a number cf the ideas developed in your study.
However, we believe additional research is needed in some

areas before reaching conclusions about what approaches and

programs will be most responsive to employee needs, while
taking cost and mission-accomplishment objectives into
consideration.

As noted in your study, there is a striking lack of

information available on what employees need to help them
balance work and family obligations as well as the extent to

which various flexibilities are in use in the workplace. To

help fill this void and expand upon your research in the work
and family area, we have recently initiated two projects.

1. We are collecting and analyzing information on 1990

leave usage by some 225,000 employees based on data from
USDA's National Finance Center which serves a number of

agencies or parts of agencies, including Agriculture,
Treasury, Commerce, Small Business Administration,

Federal Emergency Management Agency, and a number of

smaller agencies. Matching this data with CPDF will
allow us to analyze demographic variables in leave use,

including gender, grade level, and length of service.
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Ms. EvangelineW. Swift 2.

2. In November of this year, we will administer an

extensive survey to a random sample of 53,000 Federal

employees nationwide. This Survey of Federal Employees

includes a number of questions important to work and
family issues.

Your study has been useful to us, of course, in developing
these research initiatives. We look forward to continued

discussions with you and your staff as our work progresses.

Sincerely,

ons ance erry ewman
Director
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